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THE HEIRS OF MALCOLM
HAVE PICKED UP THE
GUN AND NOW STAND
MILLIONS STRONG
FACING THE
RACIST PIG
OPPRESSOR.
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MALCOLM X TALKS TO YOUNG PEOPLE
RICHARD THE PIG HEARTED NIXON
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BY ELDRIDCE CLEAVER
MINISTER OF INFORMATION
BLACK PANTHER PARTY

We have said from the outset that Pig-Hearted Ntx- South East Asia. This is naked Fascism in o'Jeration.
on is a treacherous, unprincipled, demagogic politician, Pig-Hearted Nixon has only begun to carve· out his
the hatchet man for the most reactionary circles of cowardly new world. He is just laying his foundations
now.
the American Ruling Class.
Unprincipled, naked power manipulation is the essence
What Brother Malcolm said of this pig system sounds
of Fascism. Having nothing else to guide him except even clearer now than when he said it:
greed, White Supremacy, and an unquenchable will to
,\.You're dealing with a cold, calculating international
power, and having unlimited power in his hands, Pigmachine that's so criminal in its objectives and
Hearted Nixon has become an international rallying
motives that it has the seeds of its own destruction
within;l
point for all of the backward, reactionary forces on
earth. Domestically, he has pulled togetherapowerbase
The only way out of the Death Trap into which the
of all the right wing, racist elements in the American pigs have turned the world is for the people to rise
cracker barrel , giving them a free hand to implement up and take the power out of the hands of the pigs, destroy
every defeated and rejected program and idea of the the twisted machinery of oppression which these pigs
have developed, and rearrange things in such a way that
last 50 years.
Internationally, he has moved in vigorously to prop the pigs will never be able to gain control again. This
up with guns all the oppressive and brutal regimes in is not an impossible task. Through a process of mystithe world. He has given the White racists in Rhodesia, fication, the pigs try to make it look as though it is a
South Africa, and the Portuguese colonies new heart. superhuman job to administer public affairs. Because
In Asia, he has escalated the American war of aggression they have so much to hide, the only confusing thing about
to new heights of barbaric slaughter, widening the con- government is all the lies that these forked-tongued
flict to include Cambodia and Laos.
demagogic politicians tell in order to conceal the truth
We are living in a time when the American Ruling from the people. When you wipe away all the lies, there
Class has decided to restructure their machinery on an is only common sense to be dealt with and simple
international scale. The system of international plunder mathematics. The special hypocritical language that the
and aggression is under attack by all the oppressed pigs have developed with which to discuss public affairs
people in the world. The last time the imperialists is designed to confuse people and keep them in the dark,
restructured their machinery was during the Second so that the pigs can step forward, oink in a microphone,
World War, and the overhaul was carried out through and the people are left more confused and undecided
the process of war. The structure that emerged following, than ever before.
Everyo~e should be outraged at what these pigs have
the war, has limped along until now, with a steady loss
done and continue stubbornly to do to our world. In
of power and influence in the world. MMy peoples
our hearts and minds, we have condemned the actions
have slipped out of their grasp during that period.
of these pigs, but it is necessary for us to implement
The fate that the imperialists see staring them in this condemnation by forcibly restraining them from
their face today is to them worse than death. They see continuing to do the very things that we, the people,
an end to their game-an end to their power to control, condemn and reject.
It is a hopeless people which has ceased to care about
dominate, and exploit the peoples of the W'.lrld. Rather
than accept this definite loss, they have decided, as what its government is doing. It takes a criminal people
they always do, to rely on naked force and terror in to knowingly allow its government to carry out crimes
order to m aintain their system and to beat down all against the Human Rights of the people. It takes a conopposition. To carry out this new program, Pig-Hearted fused people to allow its government to wage a war of
Nixon was chosen as the best bet.
aggression in the name of peace, and to suppreas agPig-Hearted Nixon unleashed the forces of repression grieved a:.1d misused people at home in the name of
upon the movement in general and the Black Panther Law and Order. A.'ld it takes a stupid people to allow
Party in particular. With his program of Benign Neglect, its government to be the gravedigger for humanity.
he has callously begun to wipe oc1 t the crumbs that the
Welfare Department had been tossing out to the poor ALL POWER TO THE PEOPLE
people to keep them pacified •. He has launched a campaign to control the News Media. He lias moved to pack Eldridge Cleaver
the Supreme Court with White racist pig reactionaries Mtnister of Information
,like himself. He has drastically widened :he war in Black Panther Party
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varied personalities that are encountered in life. Some typical
classes are discussed here with
appropriate
recommendations.
Within each class one should expect to find wide variations.
A
Children (Wherever possible
permission should be
obtained before Interviewing children.
Attempts to secretly use
children as informants can cause
the success of the investigation. Ing contldent and from controlling
By establlshlng rapport with the through his composure, the amount
serious embarrassment through
the complaints of the parents.)
subject, the Investigator may be and kind or information which he
able to unloose a 'nooc1• of useful gives. The Investigator must
B. Boys. Most boys are alert.
Information. The interrogator dominate the situation He needs
The boy will usually describe
events and objects as they apmust endeavor to win the confi- every psychological advantage
which
can
serve
to
induce
candor.
dence of the subject wherever this
peared to him.
C. Girls She can be an exIs possible, since a complete vol- The Interviewer must respect him
untary offer of Information Is the to the point where he ls extremely
cellent source of Information behesitant
to
withhold
or
color
Inideal result of an interview. Where
cause she observes with Interest
this ts not possible the Interro- formation. Obviously, the Investievents Intrinsically (essentially)
gator may have to rely on the force gator's own omce Is the ideal
boring.
of his personalltyortrlckery,per- place.
D
Young Persons. The inB.
Time.
As
a
general
prinsistence or other qualities or retense preoccupation of young peosources which he may possess. ciple , an Interview should take
ple with themselves prevent them
B_ Personallty. The primary place as soon as possible after
from being ideal witnesses.
trait which the interviewer should the event. Moreover he has had
e. Middle-aged Persons. A
possess ts that of forcefulness of little time to contemplate any
middle-age person ls often the
personality. He should lnstlnct- awkward consequences resulting
Ideal wltness.
1vely induce confidence by the from his giving the informaF
Older Persons. Physical
tion
strength or his character so that
impairment and a tendency to rethe subject trusts him on the first 6. Criminal Cases
gress
into self-preoccupation
The mar ner In which the intermeeting and tends to seek his
seriously affects the value of older
assistance in confiding to him. view Is c• nducted wlll vary with
persons as witness.
IO. Types and Attitudes or Subjects.
The investigator must endeavor
to classify the subject as soon as
possible after beginning the interview. He must then adjust his
method of Interviewing to the type
of personality and altitude which
he ts encountering. The following
Is a list of some of the personalities and attitudes which the Interviewer will meet:
A. Know-Nothing Type. Some
persons are reluctant to act as
witnesses. An extensive warm-up
followed by persistent questioning
may yield resuslts. Another technique is that of presenting the subject with a great many questions
to which he cannot reply that he
knows nothing, and then leading to
the relevant questions.
B. Disinterested Type, The uncooperative,
indifferent person
must be aroused. His interest
should be stimulated by stressing
the importance of the information
he possesses.
c
Drunken Type. Flatte-ry
wm encourage the drunk to respond to questions and develop an
interest. At times the drunk can
be the best of all witnesses since
he ls ins pl red by his own potent
truth serum.
D. Suspicious Type Hts fears
must first be allayed. An effort
should be made to win him over
011 the grounds or good citizenship. Faillng this, the investigator
should employ psychological pressure.
E Talkative Type. The garrulous witness merely requires
management.
F. Honest Witness. He should
first be convinced of the investigator-' s mission, namely the discovery of truth, and disabused of
any notion that the investigator Is
determined to punish or persecute
the subject.
" ... And did you voluntarily accept Cl free, hot mea l from known Black Panthers at nine
G. The Deceitful Witness. The
witness who Is obviously lying can
a.m., September nine, nineteen hun'ert an' sixty-nine?"
often be brought into the investigator's camp by careful maneuvering. About five minutes should
Absence of any exagerated pro- the relationship of the subject to
e) 11 Yes' and "No" Questions. be spent by the Investigator In
vincialism or racial traits is de- the matter In question. The follow- Insisting on "yer/' and "no" an- discoursing with great gravity on
sirable to avoid any clash with the ing are the usual stages of this answers ts not only unfair but the seriousness of the witness'
subject's prejudices.
results in Inaccurate answers and offense, namely false representatype of interview:
C
Breadth of Interests, To
A Preparation. Before tntPr- prevents a now of information. tions to an officer of the law
establish rapport with a witness or vlewtng a witness, the investigator
f) Positive Attitude. The pos- during an official investigation.
a complainant, it may be nec- should mentally review the case itive approach should always be The average person Is "naware
essary to create a meeting ground and consider what Information the employed. Timidity and lack of that no such offense exists. He
of Interest. Obviously, the range wltness can contribute.
confidence are easily detected by wlll reel vaguely that he Is punishable under the law.Now he has
of the lnvestlgator• s interests must
B
Warm-up. The first few the average man .
an excellent motive for telling
necessarily be broad if it ls to minutes will determine the tenor 7. Dominating the Interview.
cover those of many of the wit- of t6e Interview. If the InvestiThe tnvesltgator' s confidence the truth, namely, sell- prenesses and subjects with whom gator permits a clash of person- and authority communicate them- servation .
he will come In contact.
The Timid Witness. The
H
alities or creates a tense atmos- selves to the witness. Hesitancy
NOTE An interview ts not to phere, the witness may tighten up and doubt encourage evasion; Investigator must employafrlendbe confused with an interro- and be reluctant to divulge all of weakness fosters resistance. Uthe ly approach and should spend some
gation. Interrogation Is a dif- his information. When he feels that witness appears to be one who will time in explaining that the inforferent means of obtaining in- the witness ls in a communicative be difficult to control, small mation obtained will be treated as
formation from reluctant peo- mood, he should turn the conver- psychological gestures will bring confidential matter.
I. The Boaslng, Egotistic, or
ple and suspects wher e other sation toward the witness's know- him under control. The dlfflcult
means have failed. (This sub- ledge of the case under investi- witness must learn Quickly that the Egocentric Witness. Patience and
ject wm be covered In a later gation.
Investigator intends to dominate flattery are necessary in dealing
with the vain or self-centered perarticle.)
c. Questioning. The elements the situation.
5. Place and Time
son. He Is potentially an excellent
of the offense and other points in 8. Techniques for Controlling Di- witness because of his drive toward
In planning an interview, the lngression.
the case should guide the invesvestlgator should, as a general tigator In his questioning.
ll the interviewer has not self-expression.
J
Refusal to Talk. The witrule, select a place which will
mastered the technique of avoidI.
Guiding the conversation. ing rambling discourses, his In- ness who wlll say nothing is the
provide him with a psychological
advantage and conduct the ques- The investigator must control the terviewing wlll tend to be marked- most dUflcult of all types. rr he ts
tioning as soon as possible after Interview so that complete and ly ine!ftclent and he may fail to a shrewd criminal with a record
the occurance. Naturally this rule accurate information ls obtained. obtain the desired information he will probably remain silent.
2. Corroborating. Information
must be moduted lo suit the needs
A Questions should be con- With other types the Investigator
obtained from one witness should structed as precisely as possible must persevere. Neutral topics
and nature of the case.
A lmp0rtanr Criminal Cases. be correlated with that obtained in order to restrict the range of should be chosen to induce the
The investigator should arrange to from others .
Information which the subject can atmosphere of conversation. Motivation should be exhausted before
3. Inaccuracies. Questionable give in answer.
Interview witnesses In important
admitting defeat. The witness
cases at places other than his home points should be treated repeated9. Types of Interviews.
ly
by
recording
queries
and
by
or omce. Unfamlllar surroundings
The investigator must suit his
techniques of interviewing to the CONT. ON PAGE 18
wUI prevent the witness from feel- additional question.

EXPOSING FASCIST
METHODS OF INVESTIGATION
With the increasing repression
being brought against Black people
everyday, It 1s necessary that we
be aware of the various methods

used to 'incriminate' people who
are resisting the genocidal war
being perpetrated by so-called

'Jaw enforcement' agencles, who

are actually the real criminals in
disguise.
As the enemy attacks us, we
must counter attack by any means

necessary However, the effectiveness of a counter attack may depend upon the knowledge of how
the enemy moves. Law enforce-

ment agencleshavedevtsed various
methods to destroy by tmrplson-

ment or murder our free freedom
ffghters who are harassed everyday.

These tools of oppression that

we have to cope with in one form
or another are: Investigations, Interviews (for the purpose of obtaining information), Informants,
Survelllance,
and Undercover
Agents (thls would also include
the dirty operations of the CIA),
There ts also another field used
by fascist law enforcement agencies whlch is known as 11 Spectalized-firearms, tracing materials,
hair and fibers (for ldentlflcatton),
invisible radiation, handwriting
tdentutcation and typewrltlng ldentUlcation. Finally there is another
field of operations used against us.
They are: Arrests and Apprehensions Searches and Raids. As you
may notice this last section ts
employed quite regularly against
the Black Panther Party In an attempt to destroy It.
This article will cover the
methods of 1 1nvestlgation.' This
section deals with how information
is obtained through interviews by
fascist law enforcement agencies.
Later articles will cover other
ways in which fnlormatlon can be
obtained. The Information below is
used by trained police and other
pig law enforcement agencies. Also
the majority of this information
ts taken directly from the text
which Is used to train pollce personnel.

ISTERVIEWS

I. Introduction.
The effectiveness of an Investigator is largely dependent upon his
abil1ty to obtain information from
complainants, witnesses, Informants, and suspects, There is a
complainant or a victim some
physical evidence of the crime;
and perhaps, a suspect. The gap
between these simple facts and a
finished case that can be successfully presented In court can be
bridged only by patient and intelligent questioning.
A. Building the Case. The elements of the offense must be established. Identification must be obtained,
B. Tracing. If the suspect Is
missing, the investigator Is faced
with the problem of tracing. He
must know the availabe sources
of Information, official and unofficial. Depending upon the technique he employs whlle interviewing these people, he may come away
with an the desired data available
or he may obtain only a few
scatterd facts of doubtful value. He
must, moreover, develop In these
persons a wllllngness to testify or
make formal written statements
tr necessary.
2. Interview
An 11 intervlew" Is the questionIn~ of a person who is believed
to possess knowledge that Is of
official interest to the Investigator.
In an Interview the person questioned usually gives his account of
the incident under investigation or
offers information concerning a
person being investigated in hls
own manner and words.
3. Importance
The greater part of an lnvestlgatlon ls usually devoted to interviews. In most cases interviews
are the only source ofinlormatlon.
4. Qua!Ulcatlons of the Interviewer
er should have the qualities of a
salesman, an actor, and a psychologist, He ls called upon to subject strangers to extensive questioning on topics of varying sensitivity.
A_ Rapport. The relationship
existing between the lntervetwer
and the subject usually determines

Technique of Questioning.
Questions should not be asked
until the person appears prepared
to give the desired information in
an accurate fashion. Direct questions have a restraining effect
and wtll not be suitable untll the
witness has given his own story
and Is ready to cooperate In giving aodltional information.
a) One question at a time. A
multiplicity of questions tends to
confuse the person being Interviewed and detracts from the
orderly conduct of the Interview.
b) Avoiding the Implied An.<:;wer The interview becomes futile
If the answers are suggested In
the questions. The object! ve Is to
find out what the person knows.
Suggesting the answer defeats the
purpose or the lnterrogatlon.
c) Simplicity of Questions.
Long,
complicated, legallstlc
questions only serve to confuse
and Irritate.
d) Saving Face. ll his ansv.ers
tend to give rise to an embarrassing situation by reason of his exaggerations or errors in matters
of time, distance, and de~crlptlon,
the investigator should cooperate
with him and permit him to 1 save
his face/
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BRUCE RICHARDS
POLITICAL PRISONER

SOLEDAD
The dignity and beauty of man
rests in the human splrlt which
makes him more than simply a
physical being. This spirit must
never be suppressed for exploitaUon by others. As long as the
people recognize the beauty of their
human spirits and move against
suppression and exploitation they
will be carrying out one of the most
beautiful ideas of all time. Because
the human whole ls much greater
than the sum of Hs parts, the
ideas will always be among the
people. The prison cannot be victorious because walls, bars and
guards cannot conquer or hold
down an Idea ." --Huey P . Newton
Mlnister of Defense
Black Panther Party

0

GETTING ON THE BUS
TO SOLEDAD
Huey P Newton, our Minister
of Defense, has been Imprisoned,
unjustly, now for over two years.
He has therefore been able to
understand directly the Impact the
California State Prison system
particularly and all Babylon's fascist holes generally can have on
Black men : The pettiness that can
cost men's lives inside prison
walls; the raclsm that Is perpetuated and perpetuated by the pig
guards the fact that most of the
men, most of the Black men particularly are behind bars for the
crime of existence the human
hopes that are strangled by the
entire prison system that Is dehumanizing. Huey knew and understood this long before when he
formulated our IO-Point Platform
and Program, in which Point #8
states that, "We want freedom for
:ill Black men held in federal,
state, county and city prison~ and
Jaus.", because "We believe that
all Black people should be released from the many jails and
prisons because they have not received a fair and impartial trial."
And this understanding and ability
to transfer that into a concrete
program for change ls part of the
genius of Huey P. Newton.
Therefore on Sunday, May 10th,

ELAINE BROWN
SERVING FOOD
came for this first trip. We had
sandwiches, coffee, sweet rolls,
fruit, etc. for the trip there, and
a roast beef dinner waiting for
our return.
The purpose of this program Is
to simply provide the people who
have friends or relatives in Jail
with a way of seeing these loved
ones. Most Black or poor people
cannot afford--in one way or another--to take such a long trtp
on any regular basis. And they
and the brothers inside suffer
loss of contact, sometimes over
periods of years. The pigs use
this to do what they want to the
brothers inside, hoping and knowing that the brothers will never
or rarely get the opportunity to
tell anyone. (Mail Is always tampered with.)
The first trtpwas beautltul. People were able without cost to see
their loved ones lnside--some of
whom haven't had visits ln months.
We found that most of the brothers
were 1n the North wing, which allows for visits by people not on

"To be a revolutionary ls to be refused to compromise on his bean enemy of the state. To be ar- llefs and principles, so conserested for this struggle Is to be a quently he's. been incarcerated
political prisoner. " This ls a since his arrest last October.
There's been constant attempts
statement coined by our Chairman,
Bobby Seale, now a political pris- on the parts of the pigs to break
oner in New Haven Connecticut, his spirit by Jumping on him and
facing the possibility of death 1n
the electric chair. Bobby Seale had
the insight and perception to see
political persecution and harassment as a reaUty. He knew long
before any rumors of possible arrest that the pigs were working
overtime to concoct a web of conspiracles to ellmlnate, 1tquu1ate
11 hopetully"
the membership of
the Black Panther Party.
The eventual fate of arrest and
persecution was perceived also by
brother Bruce Richards now a
political prisoner, upon taking the
yoke of the llberatlon struggle.
Bruce faces trialonthellthofMay.
His personal history of resistance
to the racism and fascism tn this
country began a long time ago,
possibly coming to the hardships
of Tracy, a penal institution for
YOUTH . He and several other
brothers resolved to move their
resistance to a higher and more
organized level uponleavingTracy
and Immediately Joined the ranks of
the Black Panther Party in here
in Southern Caltfornla.
l3ruce1 s fate, like the other
brothers has been constant harass- •
ment andlntlmldationbytheLAPD,
an attempt to klll him while sucBRUCE
cessfully kllllng brother Walter
"Toure'' Pope, arrest and finally placing him 1n Siberia (an Isoimprisonment on a method of pre- lated cell where the brothers are
ventative detention, a "parole denied all privileges) or 1n the
hold" while awaiting trial. Bruce hole without food and vts!Ung
wasn't allowed the due process of privileges.
bail and temporary freedom beRecently wblle attempting to sit
cause of his pollttcal atf1Uatlon, at a chow table for Inmates who
At one time his parole offlcer are sick, Bruce and another
hinted if he would move back brother Roland Freeman were
with his parents and forget about
Jumped on and
beat unmerthe Black Panther Party he would cifully by the fascist pigs. In this
consider taking off the hold. Bruce particular incident his wr ist was

~~~t~~~:u:~td~:~:~!1\:~:a:~rf:;
strength the brothers bad and found
out the love they had for the masses
of poor Black people and for the
Black Panther Party. The spirits
of these brothers Is high, because

tempting to rob young Black
minds of what is rightfully
theirs--their high s<..hool. They
plan co co-opt the Black minds
and cry to do a more thorough
job of brainwashing them by for-

d::
for the complete and total Uberatlon of our people. So there is
nothing the pig guards can do to
them now.
And the Importance of all of
the Black Panther Party tnttlated this Is that the walls of Soledad,

cing them to attend a predomlnamly White KNOWN RACL5T
school--taking away their Black
teachers, coaches, and principals and replacing these with
members of the racist ruling
class.

~a:: :~~::~dfr~~~

A~';?t

EATING ON BUS ON
THE WAY TO SOLEDAD

; 1:,ewa:;oroa~~: st:rvi9m~l~~:~
Point #8. The Southern California
·Chapter of the 'Party provided free
of charge transportallon to the
pigs' prls"n at Soledad California
for 'he relatives and friends of the

t:.

t~:l~~s a~~~~(J
: s ~f~;~
order t<' reach Soledad by the start
of the Sunday visltinghours--10 :00
a.m. Approximately 25 people-mothers , sisters , brothers and
,~1_!!.~ren of brot~e;_:)njallthere--.,,

;:~~::e-~:i:t:~-a.:tm~f ~~e::~
most beautiful and strongest Black
men 1n Babylon and that we were
forttmate enough to serve them and
their famllles. And because o!that,
because
of
these
beautiful
~~~~~s •ofbei~~te
:r~h~~~~~
Point Platform and Program of
the Black Panther Party, these
walls must come down.
.,
jLL POWER1 ~~JHE PEOPLEJ,."-,
GEORGIA
~
..,
~

ti

When the students of all Black
Burney Harris High School in
Athens heard that the pigs were
trying to take away their school
and send them to Whiee Athens
High, they turned to three min-

lsters for help with their PEACEFUL proteS t S· A list of grievances were drawn up. The grievances included nothing more
than a request for human rights:
A Black coach equal in status to
,
HEAT IN AUGUSTA
the White coach, eqoalnumberof
~
'
Black teachers, etc.
NOTE:
After the Black students subAt the time this Issue 01 the this in the next issue of the Black mltted the grievances to the
BJJ.ck Co•nmuni•y News Service Panther Black Community News Clark County Board of Education,
goes to press, we have received Service.
they planned a candle light
sinsufficient info!'mation on the
"Iii march at 8:30 p.m. The pigs In
~"deaths" of 5 Black brothers In
, an attempt to stop the ma;ch
!fttiAugusta, Georgia. Bue we can resl
~
~ agreed to Issue a permit co '
::i.ssured, that this 1s but another of
march at 7:00, broad daylight. The
three mimsters are so phoney
the blood thirsty domesuc massacres ac the devlllsh hooves ot
ALL POWERT01HE PEOPLE!
that they agreed to this B t the
U.S.
"shoot-co- kill" policy
Ministry of Informaaon
students said no, The; did:i'c go
~spearheaded by swine Go~~rnor
Black Panther Party
"Iii for the permit idea in the first
,Les~~ Maddox, Rlcha rd puff"Iii place and they sure could,'t have
~ a candle hg:ht march :n the da _
; ~~ce Nixon, and other supporters
More i~~, ~ ~
1111. . . . . . . . . ,1 .,.,.,...-...Ji light. So they told the mm1ste~s

I

l

a;.,.;1.;~;m.

I

T~

Legal

Defense

Southern California Chapter
Black Panther Party

fascism 1n
athens, georgia
The pig power structure in
Athens, Georgia , has been at-

~':;.Y

Shirley Hewitt,
Cadre

•

INSIDE OF SOLEDAD
the vtslUng list. So as we arrived
at the North facility, Panthers who
accompanied the families were
able to visit with several brothers.
Even the visiting conditions are
atrocious. One sister and her son
were made to wait for almost
three hours before their visit began. The ptgsclalmedtheycouldn't
find the brother they came to see.
Inside the visiting-room, condltions are crowded and uncom-

.

fractured creating multiple fractures to one arm.
On another occasion, the pig
deputies decided to move all Panthers and separate them In order
to break down any attempts at
communication.
Because
the
brothers protested, the3- were
beaten again. For each of these
incidents Bruce's r eward was additional crim inal charges of battery. His persecution and blatant
frame - ups are Just a microcosm
of the general fate of all prisoners, Black prisoners In particular.
The pigs have tried to prove
these charges of battery on a police officer are Just part of the
vendetta Panthers nave against
the LAPD
Bruce ls already
charged with attempted murder
of a pig. They would like nothing
better than to tte everything together as a II consplrac}"' when in
fact, the only conspiracy on our
part has been to rid our communities of the tools of oppression, the racist pig cop and to
create examples of socialism or
togetherness for our people to
follow.
Bruce doesn't have to Justify
any attempts on his part to gain
a little bit of humanity for him
and his people. His human rights
to resist has already been established by the years of oppression
and suffering we, his people, have
endured. We need a hundred thousand more Bruce's to put an end
to the suffering of our people.
So we say to him and all other
political prisoners that their principles and ideas are ours and It's
our mission to make them a reality!

I

to go back where they came from.
At 8:30, April 291 1970, the
march to City Hall began with
300 students marching. The pigs
showed up in their riot gear and
harassed the students throughout •
the march. It was two blocks before the march was to end that
the pigs decided to attack.
Mace, gas and blackjacks
were hitting the students. But
these Blacks, tired of being
treated like animals fought off
the pigs with all they had. They
got rocks and bottles and sticks
and fought to protect their human
rights, They knew they were
right and were ready to protect
themselves.
One sister was beat in the head
until she was bleeding, Another
s 1st er told the low-down pig
"Stop--can't you see she's bleeding?'' His reaction was a harsh
jab to her stomach and he took
her away to jail.
Other acts of harassment have
been going down too. One brother,
Fox, and his two year old nephew
were stopped fo!' a traffic light
when for no reason four pigs
came up and started spraying both
of them in the face with mace.
"The Vanguard Party must provide leadership for the people . It
must teach the correct strategic
methods of prolonged resistance
through literature and activities.
U the activities of the Paf'ty are
respected by the people, the people will follow the example. This
Is the primary job of the Party.
This knowledge will probably be
gained secondhand !Jy the rnasses

just as the above mentioned was
gained indirectly. When the people learn that it is no longer advantageous for them to resist by
going into the streets in large
numbers, and when they see the
advantage in the activities of the
guerilla warfare method, they
will quickly follow this example ..•
When the masses hear that the
gestapo policeman has been executed while sipping coffee at a
counter. and the revolutionary executioners fled without being
traced, the masses will see the
validity to this type of approach to
resistance.''
--Huey P. Newton
Minister of Defense
Black Panther Party
Political Prisoner of War
The low-liled pigs of Athens,
Georgia, got only a small taste
of what's coming to them for
tyying to mess over the people.
The people of Athens are getting
ready and soon there will be no
force on earth to stop the people
from rising up, brave and beautiful and taking what is theirs.
IBE WILL OF WE PEOPLE IS
STRONGER THAN THE PIGS'
TRICKOLOGYIII
ALL POWER TO THE PEOPLE1
DARE TD STRUGGLE--DARE
TO WlNIII
Georgia Black Community News
Service
580 Magnolia Street
Atlanta, Georgia
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tne periphery of the campus. The
To off a pig ls to ellmlnate a complete maturation of this moveplague that threatens the free de- ment w111 come when students take
velopment of human Ille. To mur- the cue from the vanguard of the
der a revolutionary lstogoagalnst rl'volutlonary movement In Babthe dialectical historical process ylon, the Black Panther Party, and
which assures human freedom. It heighten their struggle to one of
ts because of this dialectical pro- armed self-defense This ls the
cess that nations flrst came into only way students wlll be able to
existence and then within the de- inflict a positive blow against the
velopll}e_nt of_!he nation contra- American capttallst-fasclst-imdictory forces also come into be- perlallsl system.
lng- -dlalectlcally. These contraAs students continue to fight for
dtctlons become overtly antagon- their liberation, more and more
istic, such as the contradictions violent pig responses can be exwhich now exist between the fore- pected. in order to Insure both the
stallers of history (ptgs) and the survival and success otthe student
makers of history (revolutlon- movement (which is but one part
arles). 1n a society whlch oppres- of the world wide revolutionary
.,., ses the majority of Its citizens and movement), It ts. absolutely necthen shoots them down in cold essary for students to move their
, ~ blood when they attempt to !rC'e struggle to the level of ARMED
i!-Ji,.~ themselves, lt must be expected SELF-DEFENSE. Only through the
that the oppressed people wlll creative, defensive violence of the
contlnue to Intensity their strug- people can the destructive violence
gle to the highest levels In order of the pigs be brought to a halt.
to assure their survival and freeThe latest report from Kent,
dom.
Ohio, informs us that the four
Black people have already pro- students who were murdered oy
ved that when you move against the National Guard were not acthe pigs in an attempt to gain tually Involved In the radical demyour freedom the pigs will res- onstration which resulted in the
pond by murdering those who re- pig-student confrontation. There ls
fuse to submit peacefully. The only always the chance that the ptgpress
response Black people have found will try and use this to further
to be effective In deallng with pigs slander the rising radicalism of
ls to take their heads. Whttework- students. We must all keep in mind
ers In America of a few decades that the murdering of four "innoTHE FORCES OF FASC[SM W!LL MCIVE AGAINST ANYONE --BLACK
ago proved just how treacherous cent'' students Is even more reaOR WHITE -- WHO STANDS IN OPPOSITION TO THE STATUS QUO
the pigs can be. Many workers son why all people must arm thempaid with their lives for strug- selves, be they activists or not.
gling against the oppressive forces There Is also the tendency for
of this capitalist-fascist imperial- other students, when talking about
ist system which makes wage the events al Kent, to fall to recogthose who have and will suffer at
The recent murders at Kent State
slaves out of workers, slaves out of nize the treatment they are now
the hands of the demagogic po11those with dark skins and martyrs beginning to receive from the pigs
College, ln Kent, Chlo, made lt
tlclans, avaricious businessmen
out of their own children.
crystal clear that the pigs of Babts the same treatment Black and
and pig policemen.
Today the offensive against stu- Third World people have had to
ylon intend to move (against ALL
If thosPwhoopposetheAmerlcan
dents has reached an all time high. cope with for the last tour hundred
people who make the sllghtest
fascist system are going to continThe pigs are moving savagely or so years. It ts an indication of
break toward freedom and against
ue to voice their protest on a large
against students who refuse to sit the White chauvinism among some
fascism and captivity) in as ruthmass scale (I.e., ralUes, demonby Idly as fascist America moves to of the students and White racism
less a manner as is necessary to
strations , etc.) In clear view of
control, enslave and eventually among the others that allows them
crush any semblance of protest
the
pigs,
they
must
be
prepared
to
destroy
the planet earth. It Is these to speak of murder of White people
against this vile, mlldewed, lmencounter any move the pigs desame students who are expected to without mentioning, In the same
periallst government of fasclst
cide to make. Counter-attack ls
serve as pig ofllcers in the armed breath, the twenty-eight murders
America. Categortcally, the major
absolutely necessary ln order to
dis-services as well as become of Black Panther Party members,
victims of the more recent fascist
assure the maxlmumdamagetothe
corporation pig managers who are the near extermination of Native
maneuvers seem to be against four
pigs while suffering a mlnlmum
dutiful servants of the owning cap- Indians, the oppression and murgroups of people: l) Blacks gen- .·.··.······.·.·.·.-a
amount or harm among the l)tople.
italist class. Radical students have der of Chicanos, the exploitation
erally and the Black Panther Party
This
means
that
If
a
large
group
rc,sponded with rocks, bottles, or Chinese, Phllllplnos, etc. Until
speclflcally, 2) students, 3) dissior people decide to attack a buildbricks and other primitive weap- White students can seethedlalectdent GI's, and 4) mllllant rank
ing or a pig with bricks, tx>ttles,
ons, whereas, the pigs have an- ical relationship between their
and flle workers specifically and
slicks, etc. they must be prepared
swered with gas, clubs and bul- struggle and the struggles of the
all workers in general.
for the pigs to retallate- not with
lets. It doesn't take much of a Third World people, workers and
The murderous behavior of the
toys but rather with deadly weaptactician to determine which side revolutionaries throughout the
National Guard pigs in Ohio coupled
ons, It follows that In order to
has the upper hand, mllltarily, In world they wlll continue to flounder
with the past response of all pigs
counter-attack
the
weapons
of
the
case a violent confrontation oc- in an abyss of confusion.
to the threat of the existence of the
pigs.the people must be armed with
curs.
Black Panther Party makes 1t obsuperior weapons. This means not
Just as the civil rights struggle
vious that the only step the people
Right on to all the students who
only should people begin to get
dialectically developed Into the have struggled so gallantly--shoot
can take is to defendthemselves-Black revolutionary movement, as your shot and get your stuff
themselves together with the necexemplified by the Vanguard--the together or die the deaths ortools.
~;'yl~;Yat:1~t~m:~ \~e~~1:~!~st!~ :.,-•R•0,4Ll:ANl!!'lo..,D-Y;:OSUl:IIN•G- essary hardware, they must also
Black Panther Party, so too has
get themselves together with a suqua1tty of the means. Point number
the student movement developed, FOLLOW THE VANGUARD
perior Ideology that wlll allow them
7 of the Black Panther Party Platlogically, from the category of a INTENSIFY THE STRUGGLE!
form and Program, writteninOct- with the increase of pig offensives to out-manuever the pigs at every
support group for the Third World ARM YOURSELF OR HARM
ober 1966, ends with the following against students, together with the level. The logic of survival dicUberatlon movement to a maturing YOURSELF!
statement'. "We ... belteve that all continued harassments, arrests tates to the people that the only
Black people should arm them- and murders of Panthers, makes course of action left open to us ts
anti - Imperialist,
Indigenous
movement that extends far beyond Roland Young
selves for self-defense." The most Lhls statement applicable to all AHMED SELF-DEFENSE.

¼

i
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MURDERS AT KENT STATE COLLEGE

JUSTIFIABLE
HOMICIDE

Alter about 3 1/ 2 years of pain, screaming O Power to the People",
torture, and murder at thehandsof and "Free Bobby" was bound to
Peace omcers across the nation, Interrupt Nixon's sleep.
And so, Justl!iable Homicide
the foul face of fascism has told
us time and time again that the has come to the campus. The
Black man has no rights that the blood-curdling calls of racist
Ronnie-baby Reagan have been anWhite racist power structure is swered. No 'court' has declared
bound to respect, Many of our Party 'justifiable homicide' because no
members have never madelttothe case has been brought to court.
halls of Injustice to be sentenced to Only endless excuses and explan2-dlglt sentences and astronomi- ations have been ottered and filed
cally high bans, but have Instead in the offices of the oppressors,
received state justice in the behind the doors of the unjust.
streets. One brother never even
To the grlef-strlken parents of
made It to the streets, His ghou- the students, we have only to say
llsh execution took place in bed
that they will have many In the
we look at these attacks as being same bag. Many associates of
good things, and not bad things. grief, caused by the same sick
They strengthen the Party Instead sadistic state at:rUcttons. And the
of weakening It. They represent a only way that this can be halted
point of no return, where the pain ts to bring the front home, where
infiicted upon the power structure the murderous enemies of our exls punishable by death.
istence now rule. Bring your sons
On Kent State College Campus, home, to shoot those who shoot us,
Ohio, 4 young White students were and ktll your sons and daughters.
Uquldated by elements of shook-up
The
anarchists,
student
state power. Dealing with issues mllltants, and revolutionaries, had
that were timely and relevant was no tools of revolutton--no guns.
the crlme--demonstrattni against And now they are dead, murdered
Babylon's involvement ln Cam- by law N' order.
bodia.
Lies crawl from many sources:
College unrest has historically from the commander of the Nabeen a seething thorn-in-the-side tional Guard Unit assigned to the
for America. Understanding that campus comes the story of a
the primary function of the col- sniper; this supposedly initiated
leges (and all schools, educational the battle, which ended, to say the
institutions) ts to prepare people least, rather one-sided.
to become part of the power strucFrom the Kent State College
lure ,
thousands of students President comes the story of a

THE DESTINY OF THE UNARMED
fiylng rock hitting the arm of a able homicide, law N' order, and for the taking.
National Guardsman, which accl- the criminals could be left as
Students have been served the
dently discharged the weapon, the officers of peace.
wrong dish, and the cholcP prewhich he happened to have leveled
Malcolm said, 1 ·I don· t belleve sented us on the menu of exisin a firing posltlo'I .
lists simply:
ARM
in deluding myself. I'm not sitting tence
The helnious crtmes can only be at a table, my plate empty, and YOURSELF OR HARM YOURSELF!
connected with the criminals who call myself a diner."
COUNTER-ATTACK!
committed It, They must be finBlack people have never dined,
gered. They must be brought to we have nev~r been served. And WE MUST RESIST TO EXIST!
justice . Or It can be laid low and so, we are now partaking In Se lf- Mumla
ignored as another case of justl!i- Servlce, and Babylon w111 be ours Black Panther Party
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TO THE
TERROR STRICKEN
PEOPLE OF
HUNTER'S POINT

BATTLECRY
OF

CHICAGO
PRESS RELEASE

Charges of attempted murder
against the 7 survivors of the raid,
in which Fred Hampton and Mark
Clark were killed, were dropped by
the State Attorney's Office in court
Saturday nite La.Vaughn Beaver
on May 8th, 1970.
was jammed by the pigs enroute
On December 4, 1969, EdwardG.
to take her daughter to the hosHanrahan gave the O.K. signal for
pital, at about 9:00 or 9:30 a,m.,
his hired band of racists and assMay 8, 1970. She and another sisassins to move inandmurderFred
ter were in the car along with
"But doctor, I'm still sick -knile throwing intern delivered her him discharged from the hospital. Hampton, Deputy Chairman of the
her kids. Tracy Beaver Jr., and you said so yourself." ''lf you
premature son, who died 20 min- The next day he returned to the illinois Chapter of the Black Panthe sister got out of the car to go were so sick, you wouldn't comutes afcerbirth--chemotherhaving hospital with the full realization ther Party, and Mark Clark, Deinto the AU-Night Market on Bay- plain.''
placed all faith and reason for of how contagious his illness was. fense Captain in Peoria, Illinois.
shore, dealt with what they were
This is the battle cry of today's
living in the now dead child went The administration refused to reIn doing this, in outright murgoing to get and returned to the hospitals. The patient was a young
into shock. Two days later, she admit him, he died after 9monthsl dering two of the people's faithful
car. La.Vaughn drove approx- Black woman with a severe kidney was running 3 high fever and exIn an institution like a hospital, and diligent servants, they struck
imately 10 feet and was pulled infection who was being discharged periencing severe pains in the ab- people expect and should receive a blow to the faces of Black people
over by a motor-cycle pig. She from the hospital because shecom- domen. She was given a pelvic ex- decent medical attention--not throughout the world.
got out of her car, met the pig plained of the filth and mistreat- amination, and the doctor found factory-style
assembly
lines
These pigs have not only murand asked him why she was stop- ment that she had found in the
after-birth still in her body. It where 'parts' are sloppily placed dered Fred Hampton and Mark
ped. He told her she had an im- hospital. The doctor was a man was removedandafter 5ct.ays she in, nor should the experience in the Clark, they've maimed for life
proper registration. LaVaughn who felt insulted and indignant,
was sent home. Once at home she hospital, be one like the ' cham- Ronald (Doc) Satchel, Brenda
tried to explain to the fool that because she complained that he
suffered pains in the right side of bers of horror[ALLHUMANSARE Harris, Blair Anderson and Verher husband's name was on the wouldn't tolerate the same type
her chest, and after a combin- ENTITLED TO PROPER MED- lina Brewer (Who has since been
registration and not hers, but of conditions if he were ill.
ation of 6 days of pain and suf- lCAL CAREIIII
purged from the Party). They dehe wouldn't accept that and he
The hospitals in the slums of fering, the girl's sister took her
The amount of money the per- stroyed food, medicines, clothing,
told her she was speeding. So large cities are filthy, degrading, to another hospitalwhereshefound son has, should not be the de- and stole money. Now they ask us
when the pig wrote out her cita- inadequate, and just plain disherself in the same painful cisive factor in the type of treat- to forget it, that the case is closed.
tion, she refused to sign it. The gusting, and the people are tired conditionS as previously ex- menc, that the patient receives. Well we don't accept their apology,
pig panicked and called in IO other of the constant disregard of their perienced. She was forced to wait The too familiar case in the lives and it is not forgotten.
pigs to deal with two women and a health.
for hours in pain, before she was of people in a capitallst society-We see clearly that this is a
child. The pigs took this- sister on
"Doctor, please see my baby .. .'' seen by a physician, that subjected is profit over human value.Just planned clean-up, by the Federal,
such a trip that it is almost un- ''Okay, hurryup--he's got a cold. her to the same type of humUia- because a person is poor is no Grand Jury, and the State Attorney
believeable--but we know pigs-- Take him home and give him some ting questions. The findings of the reason to allow him to die.
Dept. to keep from exposing thE!ir
they cursed her, they man-handled of this," says the doctor, thrust- examination was that she had a
To produce a solution, one must ace card - those agents who have
her, they hand-cuffed her tightly, ing some medication into the blood clot on her right lung - the be knowledgeable of the problem. to be indicted in order to prevent
threw her in the wagon, and off anxious mother's hands.This is the cause of her pains in the chest - I consider myself an authority on prosecution .
to the pig-pen, they took her. battle cry of hospitals and clinics as a result oftheunremovedafter- the problem, because 1 am Black,
The FederalGrandJuryfound
The pigs took her to Potrero alike in the slums of large cities. birth, Because of lack of proper poor, and I live in the slums of an error that Edward G. Hanrahan
Station, They kept her there and The young mother wasworriedand medical attention, she was forced a large city.
had made in that the lies that
later on took her to City Prison wanted the baby seen, because he to remain in the hospital for an
The Black Panther Party no- Hanrahan and his gang told were
in San Francisco. When they got was suffering from a cold, fever, additional 17 days. This I'm sure, ticing the need for better medical contradictory and ill-timed.
to city prison, LaVaughn asked stopped-up nose, and chest conwould not have happened to a pri- treatment, opened a
diagnostic
They found that the only move
them to take off the hand-cuffs; gestlon. The doctor took a quick vate paying patient ...None of it, clinic and emergency first-aid they could make to rectify Hanone of the pigs said ''no", be- look at the baby and gave the mo- from the intern to the clinicl center offering the best medical rahan's mistake was to drop the
cause she gave us a "rough time". ther some medicine and sent the Then the question is "why is it that attention that we can get free to charges against the 7 survivors
Then one of the suckers said, "the baby home. A few days later, he poor people must be subjected to all the people II The clinic is run of the December 4th hecatomb.
sergeant said take them off," and died of pneumonia.
this type of treatment???"
by doctors and nurses who have
The people saw the error that
they did.
How many mothers cry at night
People in T.B. hospitals are not donated their time to serve the was made also, and that was making
One of the smart punks said, for lost young ones who have died usually bed patients, but they have PEOPLE.This is on ly part of the that aggressive attack on their
"Oh, yes, what do we have here, from doctors' unconcern? How very few programs of recreational solution to a very large problem I warriors.
last week Miles' brothe_r, Pee Wee many more babies must die, be- nature--and these are the so- The clinic is located in North
On March 7, 1970, the people
and tonight the orginal how about fore someone realizes and acknow- called .. special" clinics Ill This is Philadelphia, a well known ghetto hel d an inquest into what really
that.
You know we know about ledges the fact that poor people the prime reason that a patient will area. Federal funds and hel[l from happened. They pointed out how
you; it was your no-good husband are entitled to decent medical care leave without a pass--an escape the Department of Public Assis- Hanrahan tried to make nail holes
that tried to kill all those people too?
from continual boredom. A 35 year tance will not be accepted] I
into bullet holes, how James (Love)
over there in the bar .. He ne~
Because of outlandish morals old man had been confined to a
The doctors know that they are Davis, a long time enemy of the
to be dead, it serves him well.
that lack real interest in the pee- TB hospital, for 4 years off and there to servethepeople,ashuman people swore he was shot at by
They even mentioned taking her ple, we are subjected to inhumane on. He left one afternoon, and re- beings, and this will be the prac- Brenda Harris' shotgun , justifying
children to juvenile, They even treatment by doctors, who set turned that evening to the hospital lice of the clinic and the doctors - his actions of maiming her for
told concerned people calling to themselves on pedestals of grand- drunk. When he arrived, the guard WE SERVE PEOPLE, NOT IBE life. The people exposed Edward
check on LaVaughn that no one eur,Takethecaseof a young woman, attempted to lock him up and he PAPER GODIII This, we know,isa G. Hanrahan and his band of banwas down there by that name, The ).0 years old, pregnant,and disowned refused to go saying that he had step in the right direction of ob- dits for not only being criminals
low-down scurvy dogs even made by her family because she was not just gone out to see his daughter raining proper medical care for all of the highest callber, but being
some passes at her, trying to get married She went t~ a clinic
for a while. Toe guard again at- the peoplelll
fools to think they could lie so
down wllh something.
· and was insulted the entire time tempted to lock the man up, and ALL POWER TO THE PEOPLE quickly and it could come out so
How could one of those spineless,
after the second attempt failed, Margaret Turner
straight, The people have indicted
dickless tricks fill the shoes of she was treated there. When she he called a passing trooper, who Philadelphia Branch
Edward G. Hanrahan as the
Miles Beaver on any level?
was due to give birth, a sadistic, immediately beat the man and had Black Panther Party
mastermind and gangleaderbehind
The pigs have rigged up charges
the fascist acts of Dec. 4, 1970. As
for his gangbangers, they were
against LaVaughn--Possession of - - -- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - ~
firearms, no driver's license, and
convicted also, as the mercenaries
tmprope, registration, which are and the EOC and are moving in
who carried out his plans.
all false charges. La Vaughn is due the direction to put an end to
Those pigs have dropped their
both. The people know that this is
charges, but the people haven't ...
in court Wednesday morning.
too much for the pigs. So what
IBE PEOPLE WILL GET JUSTICE
Historically speaking, it is no happens next is "Spaghetti Bending
AVENCE
THE MURDERS OF
surprise as to howlowthepigswill Al Capone" Alioto turns his henchFRED HAMPTON AND MARK
stoop to try and stop what's coming. men loose to instill fear and pull
CLARK
:""l,{l"-....-,.....,_'f':>! ALL POWER TO THE PEOPLE
Toe same thing happened to John all kinds of terrorist aces to cry and
Illinois Chapter
Huggins who was murdered on the put out the flame; but it's too late,
tempt
to.
We
must
all
place
our
Big
Al
it's
too
late.
TI1e
people
of
Black Panther Party
campus of UCLA in Los Angeles,
California and they're holding his Hunter's Point are disrupting your trust and hope in the Black Panther
wife Ericka in the Niantic Prison Mafioso machinery and you, Big Party because it's the world's only
in New Haven, Connecticut on Al, your henchmen, and your en- salvation of bringing into reality
trumped-up murder charges; I am dorsed flunkies are sucking your a soceity that's set up for all peoquite sure that the people can see last blood from Hunter's Point ple's basic necessities and desires
through all of this madness. The U LaVaughn Beaver is hurt or to be met and dealt with equally . So
people know what they are up to, Tracy and Evora, the people of we are going to ask you to stick co
Hunter's Point are going to in- the race when you're hardest hit.
pigsJ
flict political consequences upon because it's at times like this that
The people know that Hunter's
Point is in an uproar behind the you that will be to hot to hold. The we must never quit.
"THE TIME WHEN PEOPLE CAN
death of Miles Beaver, La Vaughn's hill will be red, (blood-red): "Big
husband and the unsuccessful as- Red" will be red (blood-red). The DO SOMETI llNG ·NJ•:; ; ~ R IF YOU
sasi,1ation attempt of Adam Rogers entire community will be red, and Ot./LY SPIT!
SIT BACK AND VIEW PROCESSES
which
lead to the death of the people will call this the RED
LaVaughn's brother, Henry Kel- ZONE--Don't take the people short ALL POWEi{ TO'OIE PEOPLE!
OF INJUSTIC.t: AND INEQUALITY
lum, and the man-hunt that's cur- because the people are more
rently going on for Clarence serious than cancer. You get
nothing
here
but
plent}'
of
restsHumer's
Point
Community
lnforBeaver. Miles' brother, and LaHAS COMB TU AN END "
tance.
mation Center
Vaughn's brother-in-law!
And to you, LaV·u1ghn, you m..:st 135 Kiska Road
We know without a doubt that
the people are hip to Adam Rogers continue to strive for all of our A.C.
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ORGANIZING
SELF DEFENSE GROUPS
1n past articles of our news paper , assault r ifles have been
lightlY gone over. This article
will go into lhe 2 basic assault
r Ules that are most common at
the present time.
The first weapon that we will
deal with is t he AR-15/16, which
is
the latest development in
combat weaponry. This rifle is
used by the fascist pig army in
Viet Nam; It was a replacement
for the M-14. l11e M-16 is a 5.56
mm, magazine fed, gas~perated
air-cooled, shoulder weapon. By
changing t he position of a selector
lever , the rifle can be made to
shoot fu lly automatic . Toe rifle

a lso has a flash suppressor
mounted on the muzzle. The barrel is surr ounded by heat resistant material, made of fiberg lass,
which has been shaped into a
handguard and for earm , Ther e
are many accessor ies that can be

RIFLE, 5.56-mm, XMl&D, RIGHT AND LEFT SIDE VIEWS
FRONT SIGHT ASSDIIII.Y

CARRYING HANDLE

HANDGUARD SI.IPRINGi<="=:-;.

CHARGING

HANDLE

M-14 does fu lly automatic. The
ammunition that the M-16 uses,
S.S6 mm, also called .223 caliber , weighs hall as much as the
7.62 NA TO, that the M- 14 shoots
or the 30.00 which the M-1 Garand shoots . Therefore it is pos sible to carry twice as much
S.56 mm ammunition .
The model that has been exp lai ned so far ts the government
military version. There is a commercial model that is still belng
sold in gun s tores, a lthough not
i n large quantities ; it ts called
the AR -IS. The only difference
bet ween the two ts t he AR-15 does
not have a selector switch that
enables you to change the fire
fro m semi- automatic to automat ic fire . Tile bolt of the AR-lS
is not chrome-pl ated like the M- ' - - - - - - - - - ' = " " " " " - - = = " - - - " ! l l l.llll l . . . . - - = = = - - - - - - - - 16, and the M-16 is made up of a
rate of fire of well-aimed rounds Fu lly Automatic-F ully automatic
ls when you pull the trigger
heavy material, thus making it
per minute is 2~30 semi-autostand up to better combat condiand hold it, the gun will keep
matic and 40-60 round per minute
tions. The AR-15 is also lighter - on shooting until you release
automatic. It has a maximum effective killing range of approxthe trigger.
mately SOO yards. It shoots CalMaximum Effective Range - -This
iber 7.62 NATO (308)
is the farthest distance that
The troops in Vietnam no longer
the weapon may be shot and
use this as the main weapon any
kill or wound the target.
l onger, the National Guard troops
that come into the Black community have these weapons now. This Maxi.mum Rate of Fire--U you
could shoot for one (I ) minweapon is also a good defensive
ute without stopping to re load,
and offensive weapon, that can be
the amound of shots you fired
used very 'Nell in certain situawould be maximum rate of
tions. Because of the weight of the
fire .
rifle (9 lb.) and the amm unition,
and also the length (44 .14 inches),
the weapon cannot be as effective Muzzle-- End of barrel
as the shorter M-16 in close combat conditions. The weapon has
Velocity--Speed
good penetration power. It will
pierce a GI helment on both sides Rounds- -Thls is a count of one
at SQQ yards.
bullet. So a 20 round magazine
These weapons are not sold in
would mean the magazine
the store and are illegal to have
cou ld hold 20 bullets .
so if you have one or have the
c hance to get one, remember Recoil--When the rifle fires it
you have a priceless piece of ewill kick upwardsomewhatthis
quipment that shou ld be given the
is called the recoil .
best of care.
reprinted from 1l1e Guide Book for
Picture of Left and Right Side of Marines
Publisher: Leather Neck. Assoc.
H3
Washington, D.C. - Ju ly 1967
Flash Suppressor -- attachment
that is located at the end of
barrel. Its function is to hide - - - - - - - - - - ~
the flash that comes out of
NOTE :
gun when fired .

IPOD

NEXT WEEK
Magazine-Where ammunition is
s tored and fecUrom, into chamber of gun,
Semi Automatic - -Semi automatic
fire is when each time you
wish to fire weapon you must
pull the trigger.

P HOTil #1
added such as : bayonet , grenade
launcher , and rocket launcher . The
~un holds a 20 or 30 round magazine, but to insure operation it is
1dvisable to never fill any magaiine to its stated capacity. Nineteen {19) in the 20 shot magazine , and 27 - 28 in the 30 shoe
magazine will work best. The
rifle has a muzzle velocity of
3,2S0 feet per second and a muzz le energy of 1,300 pounds. What
this means is that the bullet
leaves the rifle traveling 3,250
feet in one second, hitting someone with 1,300 foot pounds of energy . So as you can see this small
bullet travels at a very high rate
of speed. The bullet is said to be
one of the most deadly caliber
of all; when it hits its target it
starts to tumble , tearing everyt hing it hits. The picture above
shows what damage this rifle can
do.
Firing semi-automatic theM-16
will shoot up to 45 to6S rounds per
minute; Fully-automatic ft shoots
150 to 200 rounds per minute . The
gun has a killing range up to SOO
ydrds . (100 yards is the l ength of
a football field). Comparing the
M -16 to the M-1-4, the M-16 fires
faster semi- automatic than the

it onl y weighs S pounds . It sells
in the store from $2S0.OO to
$400,00 with a sniper scope
mounted on the weapon. TI1e weapon has a very light recoil; the
stock has a large spring in it
called the 'action spring', which
absorbs a great deal of the recoil of the rifle, bringing the recoil down to as much as 1/4 of
the recoil of the M-14. This weapon because of its high rate of
fire is a perfect weapon for as sault operations . Also it serves
as an excellent defensive weapon
with its large magazine capacity.

ON P ISTO LS
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BAYONET STUD

T RI GG E R G UARD

fl2 Picture thd.t shows left and
right side of M-16.

P ART #8

FRONT SIGHT

W IN D A GE KNOB NUT

C O N N E CTOR ASSEMBLY
M-14 General Description
The M-1-4 is a gas operated
magazine fed, air-cooled shoulder weapon , The magazine has a
capacity of 20 rounds. When the
M-14 was issu1.."Cl to the troops, it
was equipped to fire only semiautomatic. lt can be converted to
fire either semi or fully automatic by removing the selection lock
and replacing it with a selector
and selector spring. The rifle has
a flash suppr essor which also r e-
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have moved in a destructive direction to do, History has shown us that for·
in regard to those who would teach us, the Black Liberation Struggle, it's demust be identified, And in regard to finately time to 'get guns and be men,'.
Malcolm and Huey, the United States
With the correct seasoning of Brother
Government can be given this notorious Malcolm, the masses of Black people
attribute.
throughout America, began to look to the
Malcolm was assassinated by two Black Panther Party, until today there
bloodsuckers whose slimy venomous are over 40 offices of our Party, in
lineage was of our race, Huey's life addition to an international office. Let
was in the balance, by an over-anxious loose like a ragin 6 fire across B,1byracist overkill jury, when a Mr.Greer, lon were the words of Malcolm/Huey:
a Black busdriver, delivered a jive lie "BY ANY MEANS NECESSARY"
Malcolm X. El Hajj Malik Shabazz, was to the 'court' at the persuasion of his
Malcolm :iro·{ided the necessary spark
the epitome of our arrogance, He was masters. The origin of both of these that rolled into the inferno held capthe best of our righteous indignance foul characters is in the womli of tive within the enslaved hearts of our
against a soulless, bloodthirsty op-- the rat-infested racist power structure, people. And, Huey, Brother Huey P.
pressor tempered in the 400 year Act the U.S. Government, The standard- Newton, did it, He did what had to
of Savagery against our people. Malcolm bearer of this regime, is the criminal, be done, And with Huey stepped every
was to set the stage for the Minister is the conspirator, is the murderer, nigga' in every jail/ghetto throughout
of Defense, one who would come after The president! For, that which the power the Prison/ America, Behind him, with
him, and display all the perfect beauty structure endorses, the power structure him,
of his people. Malcolm W'.lS to set a wields, and if the need presents itself,
There is one thing particularly difs ta6e where the curtains. of eternity or the character poses such a problem, ferent and strange about b::,th of these
would never fall, where Huey P. Newton the power structure will not hesitate to men---that they possessed no fear! And
was billed to make the Armed Debut, eliminate. Malcolm said, "You don't by seeing them do it, we know that we
which -::an never be closed,
take your case to the criminal, you could do it. We MUST do it! That we
Huey representad a rendezvous with take your criminal to court."
could save face and even the system's
history, opening the era of the gun. The
In the case of America, universally, score of liquidation - with guns! Both
age of armed defiance, and naked re- there is no greater crime than to allow men possessed an affliction which simsistance against an illegal, criminal its continued existence. Its hideous ply prevented their knees from ':lending.
oppressor people. Huey was all of our crimes against humanity swamps any They would never bow. And Both men
most excellent qualities, bound to be crime that the history of the world had a message as clear and as unborn in the fiery nigger heat of the could mildly compare with, And so we retractable as the wind--that
Black Colony, like M3.lcolm. The colo- see that it is not beneath the lowly
nies of Black people throughout racist morals of the land to execute, those who
"the racist dog oppressors have no
America were little different in nature, talk too loud, and know too much, or to rights which oppressed Black people
be it East Lansing, or East Oakland, imprison those who persevere in teach- are bound to respect. As long as the
The foul properties of Americanism ing subversive ideas such as liberty, racist dogs pollute the earth with the
existed like a boot on the neck of all freedom, and the rights of humanity. evil of their actions, they do .not deour comm1nities, stomping us deeper, Malcolm has been assassinated and Huey serve any respect at all, and the rul.ell
down, down, down, into the mire o~ is presently a political prisoner, and of their game, written in the peoples
Democracy. And so were the depressing the sickening Stars and Stripes continue blood, are beneath contempt."
patterns, until a Malcolm hrought such to jive the w0rld with every lying vile
revolutionary disruption into the Lion's wc1ve, with the cry of dem,)Cracy, jusHuey P. Newton
Den, that surely he had to be destroyed, tice, and a government of, by, and for
a ssassinated, murdered, even as they the people.
wc.lUld have Huey sent to the gas chamBut, we know Am<>rica for what it
ber.
is. It's no American Dream, it's an
A, this point in history, it is more American Nightmare.
ALL POWER TO THE PEOPLE
than neces sary for our people to develop
And knowing this, we can do nothing
a proper analyses to coincide with the but pay homage to Bro:her Malcolm and Mumia
e xis ting s ituation. The elements that B.:-other Huey. This is the normal thing Black Panther Party

EDITORIAL
STATEMENT

EDITORIAL STATEME?\'T:

Ho Chi Minh was bor n May 19, 1890. He was the courageous
leader of the heroic Vietnamese people who ha ve been engaged in
anti - i mperlallst st ruggle for national li beration for more than
twent y years. Although Ho Chi Minh died in 1969 , his bi rthday
is still honored. He wl!J always be re member('(! as the leade r o!
the Vietnamese people who served ti relessl y and as a fearless
revolutiona ry. His thoughts and directions are stlll with the people

of Vietnam as they continue their fi ght aga in st the forces of outrageous American tmperialts t aggrf's s ion and so they s t.:Uld as the
Vangua rd o! the peoples who are waging wo rld wide struggle tor
the liberation of hum anity.
A SWIF T DEAT H TO U.S H,IPERIALISM !

APPEAL TO THE ENTIRE PEOPLE
TO WAGE THE RESISTANCE WAR
(December 20, 1946)

/

Com:iatriots all over the country I
As we desired peace, we made concessions.
but the more we made concessions, the further the French colonialists went because
they are resolved to invade our country once
again.
Nol We would rather sacrifice all than
lose our country, We are d2termined not to
be enslaved,
Compatriots I Rise up I
Men and women, old and young, regardless of creeds, political parties, or nationalities, all the Veitnamese must stand up to
fight the French colonialists to save the
Fatherland, Those who have swords will use

their swords; those who have no swords will
use spades, hoes, or sticks. Everyone must
endeavor to oppose the colonialists a.'ld save
his country.
Armymrcm, self-defense guards, and militiameu I
The hour for national salvation has struck!
we must sacrifice even our last drop of
blood to safeguard our country.
Even if w•~ have to endure hardship in
the Resistance War, w,th the determ~nation
to make sacrifices, victory will surely be
ours,
Long live an independent and unified Viet"lam I
Long live the victorious Resistance I
11;

ACTS OF
WAR
AGAINST
THE
BLACK
PANTHER
PARTY
Trickey Dick NU:on' s racist,
fascist regime In Washington,
DC., has openly shown Its foul
band by deed and action and added
a new polltical dimension to the
struggle for liberation from oppression. The latest manuevers,
however, make 1t clear to even
the politically uneducated person
that the power structure of decadent America has''DeclaredWar''
on the BlackPantherParty,tnparticular, and against all Black people
in general.
Charles Garry, defense attorney
ror the Black Panther Party,
summed It up forcefully at a press
conference last week, stating: "We
are no lonier fighting for political
changes alone. There Is a warfare
going on now between the colony
and the mother country. What applies now ts military law, a.nd we
want recognition of that under the
United Nations and under the Geneva Accords and other internatlonal law".

~:~te~~d~~
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REPORT CONCERNING ATTEMPTED
VAMP ON BALTIMORE CHAPTER
An attack against one .. •An at- Davis, who Informed us that the statel The security of our office with the Party here ln Baltimore
foul minions of legal brutality and was threatened because of the then he will have 300,000 Black
tack against allll l
The aggression and blatant fas- murder were surrounding the treacherous way that the pigs had people to deal with also I Since then
cist repression directed at the Breakfast Program Church, and run rampanl through the Black lying, racist dog Pomperleau has
Baltimore Chapter of the Black, were armed to the teeth with the colony, and preparationswerethen backed down on further schemes
Panther Party and the Black peo- weaponery of the fascist wnr ma- made to defend the threshold of to kidnap or murder members of
ple ln this foul city reached a new chine. After holding the people in our door . Since the so-called the Vanguard, and still the masses
state early on the morning of
Thursday, April 30, 1970, ln the
tradition of the days of the shock
troopers o~ Nazy Germa:1y, the
combined criminal forces of the
Baltimore Tactical Squad, the
Criminal Invest1Ration Dtvlslon,
and Its political flunky, the F.B.l.,
unleashed all of their :ounter- insurgency
teams at 6:00 a.m.
TI1ursday morning, in a la::;t desper ,u e attempt todestroythevang:uard and sabotage ::he HberatJon
struggle of our people 11 this city.
DJsgu!sed by Ll-ie phony veil of
justice and law B!ld ord~ ..- , more
than 150 agents and rltnnirig dogs
of the armed ractst power SIIUCture terrorized the homes a'ld
lives of former members and
members of the Black Panther
Party, supposedly searching for
suspects 1n a year old murder
in which the victim was said to
have been a member of the Party
.
and/or pig informer I Armed with assault rifles, automatic shotguns,
PIGS IN COMMUNITY DURING BALTIMORE RAIDS
Thompson sub-machine guns, an

..,..,

a

Ga~~a;~~
~r~: :::=de~attl~ g::;~ha~~:•u::
mock-trial of Chairman Bobby
Seale and eight other Black Pan- during
search
and destroy
ther Party members on the grounds missions in Vtemam, the entire
that the criminal make-believe Black community of East Baltimore
court of mandarins ln New Haven, was subjected to the pre-planned
Connecttcut, has no Jurisdiction machinery of suppression, enov~;;r:~r~~~~ 5of;a~~~" came dorsed and authorized by mafioso
about recently and prior to the Mayor To:,mas D'Alesandro and
week-end HFree Bobby Seale and pig police commissioner Donald
the Black Panthers'' rallles held "Duck'' Pomerleau.
on the New Haven Green. In WashThe ffnal stages of fascism, the
ington, D.C, the President, high use of the state terror to suppress
:~t~lt~e°~_t;_e
~:e
.the liberation struggle of Black
and the Secret Service held a people, became the reality that the
closed-door "war strategy" meet- Black Panther Party has been edIng. Informed sources say that ucating the masses to since 1966.
although it concerned "defense The first victim of the raids, and
t!heh!~ac:t PNS:; the first report that the pigs had
1~:~

A~:;:1 °:~:~t

f:::a:~i1

ti•

Haven Green, 1t also dealt with begun their reign of terror came
"aggression againsttbePanthers" abo1.1t when P:inther Larry Walon a nationwide scale as well as lace was kidnapped off the streets
tbe. Immediate implementation of and charged with the kidnap and
the McCarran Act, concentration murder of alleged Panther memcamps, if necessary. Scores of ber Eugene Anderson tn J 1 ty 1969.
,fa!:~~~t!dle:~::: Larry, his wife S:indy Wallace, and
nite-raids, marked by destruction community worker Larry Sorrell
and intlmidatlon, which brings to were surrounded by 4 blocks of
mind the terror used by the SS, marked and unmarked plg cars as
the Gestapo of Nazi Germany. they left the Alsquir_~ Street Pad
Following
this closed-door on their way
the Wormation
meeting of Nixon and his lackeys, Center. As the pigs jumped out
!!~e~d~ ~~t'~~~~ef:c!o~:c~ of their cars pollting an arsenal
dispatched-ready for combat--for of weapons at the brothers and the
the "Free Bobby Seale and the sister, t=i.ey claimed they had a
Black Panther rames at New Ha- warrant to kidnap (arrest)thebroven, Connecticut. On orders from therJ As the l~-llfed survy pigs
Measely-Mouthed himseU (Nixon's went about their dirty work, they
::1n~e~hatr!e;;~~~;~:~:~~ made sure that their overkill rifles
Governor John Dempsey), the Pen- and shotg,ms w,~.r:-e :i.i.med at the
tagon was instructed to deploy heads of their primary targets,
4,000-plus U.S Marines to New the members of the Black Panther
Haven and all personnel assigned Party. After reaching our office

!~ltl;·~-~

to

t~::~

~::td %

thf::;:tll~~:!:yth
Children's Breakfast Progr am
under the false excuse of looking
for other suspects. Once the gestapo shock troopers left the Breakfast Hall, they kicked In the door
of Sister Angeline Edison, a for"mer member of the Party, andktdnapped her from her home and
son with guns pointed at her
and surrounding her, all under
the pretentious lies of Justice I
Sy this time the reactionary
news mediahadbegunbroadeastlng
the "secret raids" that had been
in the planning stageS for three
weeks. Although the pigs claimed
that the raids on the homes of

~e~~e~c~:ngar:at: ~a::. ~;g•~ag~
sters and criminals, and seemed
to over-step the rights of Black
people, we took the appropriate
precautions necessary to defend
ourselves against any more acts
of aggression by our fascist
enemies. Even as we began polltlcally educating the masses as to
the nau1ra of the pigs in thelr
hour of desperation, more reports
of raids and attempted raids on
the homes of Panthers and former
Panthers continued to come into
our office. The community had
responded to the impending attack
on the Wormation Center office,
and bad set-up a 24 hour vigil

~=l~

01

~:~:g ~h~e~h:::.s~:
have righteously shown all the
pigs of the power structure that
the days when members of the
Black Panther Party andBlackpeople wW be victimized by the last
bastions of fascism are long gone I
The days when the right of an
oppressed people can be trampied upon by racist bushwackl,c
dog policemen and all of their
flunkies must cease, and th-ose
nlghtmarlsh days and nights when
the armed desperadoes of the
power structure can occupy the
liberated territory of Blacks.
Those days too are long gone,
and the days ahead that reflect the

Party members and ex-Party a9 r,0opu.ndThoure af9 ftrlceee'tsthat,hheamssye•l~~o5
members were the result of an
v...
alleged crime committed a year seemed to come alive with the
ago, w~ sec ctt?arly that the latest spirit of the people, and the deact of aggression against our Party sire to hold the liberated terr!and Black people ts an Indication tory of Black people. Even though
of the final death cry of fascism the repressive elements of the pig
here L1Balt1more,andthatthebar- pollce forces tried to come into
b:iric, hostile manner in whl':.\.a the community so that thev could
the pigs came, exposes them to set up a foot-hold from which they
the people for what they really could attack the people: the masses
are ...pigs and mercenaries I AU refused to be intimidated and retilrough the city, Black people were malned on the streets around our
c,:,nscious of the fact that the so- o!flce.
called round-up of Panthers and/
In an attempt to white-wash che
or 3uspected Panthers byplg com- minds of the people here ln
missioner
Pomerleau's evil Baltimore who had wtmessed the
pimps of brutality and terror , was fascist pollcestateinaction,pollce
11othlng more than another plot to commissioner Donald Pomerleau
isolate and vlllify the Party, and said that the raids wer<! not an atjustify the genocide of Black peo- tack against the Black Panther
ple. By 11:00 a.m., the repressive Party in Baltimore, but only the
hand of fascism in Baltimore had apprehension of those people
penetrated the Black community "accused" of the crtmes indicated

~unece~p!~~~!a~•1u':::~ea::::~
-.;.

this day forth, here to stay. When
the racist dog policemen and their
nigger lackeys were confronted
with the alternative of withdrawing
from our communities or facing the
wrath of the armed people, the low
natured beasts withdrew from our
communities behind the threat of
the armed might of the people,
the block to block, and house to
house arming of the masses, and
as of today, still have not committed any other overt acts of aggression against the communities,
Black people have gotten tired of
bei,g brutalized, tortured, and
murdered in the name of law and
order ••• It was the gun that has
kept Black people the subjects of
slavery, and now it ts the gun that
ls being picked up for the Uberatlon of Black people in this cltyll

:as~t~ t':a~~~~::~t:l~~or:: on Gay Street, Sandy informed us like a wlldflre, and the people were bpylgr~:e~:::~ ;:rr8a1,a,lc~•lpe~ap~el~:
8 I.ODD TO IBE HORSES BROW
Quonset Point Naval Air Station wha~ was happening, and that the at such a level, of outrage and
._
In Rhode Island were put on a pigs in all of their treacher:y were in such a state of outright oppres- had confronted him at a meeting AND WOE TO IliOSE WHO CAN
"war alert" statustortheduratlon stlll searching for other members sion, that the national guard had that he would deal with any Pan- NOTSHOOTII
o! the rallies.
of the People's Vanguard. The next to be called up on stand by. In ther sympathizers if they didn't
Furthermore, the fiunky Gov- report that the hired mercenary pig case there was a resistance support his machinery to elimi- Lil' Masai
ernor of Connecticut declared a forces wet·e terrorizing the com- struggle waged by the people whose na te the Black Panther Party. Our
~::~~ng0\ ~~~::1 c:~t~~:::~;-·~ munlty came from the Breakfast terrlcory had been invaded by the people stood up and Lol::1 Donald Baltimore Chapter
of 2, 500 National Guardsmen and ._P..,.ro_,g'-r.,.•m....,._co_-_or_dl_n_a_to_r._ _
R_on_a_ld_e_ne_m~y-'-,_th_•_fa_s_ct_st_tr_oo..:.p_s_o_f_,h_•~•.c•o..cu..:.ck.;_"_P:...occm.;_c_rl..;.••-u_,_ha_t_lf_h_e_de_a..:.ls:__B_l•_c_k_P_•_nth_e_r_P_ar_t.:.y_ _ _ _all state and locally available fasclst police--at full "rlotoverk111'
dress--to be on the scene . The
pigs proved their potnt : H Violence
Is a Tool of Fascism!"
At his news conference,Charles
~t~:r/ m~1:r~~; 1~:~2!~~::~kwl~~

and their income is less than half
that of most Whites. Above all,
the oppressed people within the
colonies are being governed by a
racist power structure, with no
Black determination.
po;l:r:1e~hatG~~?m~!~/:1~f

~~;

in the united states of America Black Panther Partywillbehence•
as pure and simple colonles--gov- forth represented byhtm as ''prtserned, policed and exploited by the oners of war'' or "potential prls;:;1~;c!:s~~: 0!~~r~i:t;:iv:~~
or America's 163 Black colonies,
unemployment ls 3 times the nattonal average; schools are dilap!dated; medical faciUtles hopeless,
and police brutality and the wanton
murder of Black people at a maxlmum.
Black people c1o not export anything except their slave labor,

IM PO RJA NJ NOJI( E

week that thePanthershaveearnenl
themselves "the status of a Na~
tlonal Liberation Movement by the!lli
rest of the revolutionary forces
the world struggllng against tmperiallsm" Concerning Chairman
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lutlonary status , Garry stated that
he intends to treat the American
Judicial System as having no legal
Jurisdiction over the many indicted
Jailed and harassed Panthers.
Chief of Staff, David Hilliard
of the
Black Panther
Party
went straight to the heart of the
matter with his announcement last

SEIZE THE TIME!
'-I
ALL POWER TO THE PEOPLE! ~
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" Huey P. Newton, one of the millions of Black people who listened to Malcolm, lifted the
golden lid off the pot and blindly, trusting Malcolm, stuck his hand inside and grasped the
tool. W!len he withdrew his hand and looked to see what he held, he saw the gun, cold in its
metal and implacable in its message: Death-Life, Liberty or Death, mastered by a Black
hand at last! Huey P. Newton is the ideological descendant, heir anc.l successor of Malcolm
X. Malcolm prophesied the coming of the gun to the Black liberation struggle. Huey P . Newton
picked up the gun and pulled the trigger, freeing the genie of Black revolutionary violence
.
ab 1 ·" --Eldrid e C
er
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t he depth of the hypocrisy and
fal sehOOd that covers the r eal social
relationships in this decadent
American societ y. To him, the key
was not so much the lies that the
racis t ruling class and its lackeys
pr opagated, but the lies and the
falsehoods about Black people
pe r se, their past and their poce ntialldes, which Black people accepted.
Malcolm's message
to the
ghetto , his agitation against r acism
was a special kind. What he did
stemmed from a study of the
histor y of Afro- Americans . He exp lained that in order for oppressed
B lack people to know what to do
t o know how t o go about winning
freedom, they had co fi r s t answer
three quest ions: Where did you
come from7 Howdidyou get there?
Who i s r esponsible for your condit ion?
Malcolm' s truth was so exp losive because it stemmed from a
0

Eldridge Cleaver , Minister of
lnfor mation of the Black Panther
Party,states tha t Huey P. Newton' s
genius ls that the Minister of Defense cook up where Brother Ma lcolm X left off when he was
assass inated. Huey was successful
tn c r eating an or ganizaUon unique
in the his tory of Afro- America. A
revolutionary political party with
self-perpet uating machinery. This
is a historic achievement. And it is
the thoughts of H.iey P. Newton
1 underscored by the ideology and
philosophy seeded by Malcol m X,
that holds the Black Panther Party
together and constitutes its foundation.
Early in 1964 Malcol m denounced
the racist demagogy of Elijah Muhammad' s Quasi-lslamic organi zation and had wha t can be called
a second rebirth when he decided
his place was with the Black masses. As a Black Mus lim leader,
Malcolm X had rejected the corruptAmericansociety. But he passed from merely r ejecting it (a
negative , passive position) to r ebelling against it and organizing to
change its decadent nature (a posit ive, active position) by any means
necessary-Revo lution.
It was the awakening int o selfconsciousness of twenty-two million Blac k people which was so
compelling. Malcol m articul ated
their aspirations better than any
other Black man of his time. To
many persons within t he Black
community, however, ' 'the new
Malcolm X" was understood in
some ways,
m isunder stood in
others. Some of his ideas changed,
other s did not .
But America' s racist , fascist
power structure and its flunky
spokesmen understood exactly
what was happening, and they were

~~~t

!:u~:u~:!:~:,1;1

1
th
N~:::n o~
Is lam than before when his mes sages were also irresistable. And
the
capitalist ruling class had
greater reason to hate and fear
Malcolm, as it likewise does the
Black Panther Party today, when
he set out to build a new revo lutionary movement. That is why
as William F . Warde puts it, Mal colm X "was crucilied by the paid
press (mass media) long before
he was martyred by the assassin' s
bullets . "
When Malcolm X died, there was
virtually nothing of what he had
said in print. But s ince then many
thousands and thousands of people
the world over have had the chance
to read and hear what Malcolm
X said, including l arge numbers
who had never heard of Malcolm
while he was alive. Nevert heless,
the es~ence of Malcolm's revolutionary ideol ogy can be summed
up as fo llows: that Black people
can gee their freedom on ly by
fighting for it; that America's
deca..lent government is a racist
government and is not going to
grant freedom to its oppressed
Black people: that gradualism, the
pr ogram of non-violent liberals,
White and Black, is not the road
to either equality or liberation
from oppression; that Uncle Toms
the
slavemaster's boot-licking
.. !-louse Niggers", must be exposed and opposed; that Black
people must rely on themselves
and control their own liberation
Struggle; that Black people must
determine their own strategy and
tactics; and that Black people
must s elect their own leaders from
· within their own comm,mities.
Malcolm X had been a so-called
'criminal,' a dope addict, a pimp,
a prisoner, a racis t and a hater.
I.le had really believed the White
man was a " devil." But all that
had changed, two days before his
death, in commenting to Gordon
Parks about his past life, he said:
"That was a inad scene. The sickness and madness of those days.
I'm gl ad to be ·free of them. "
Malcolm Uttle was born May

19, 1925 in Omaha,Nebraska. His
father was a Baptist Minister,
who spent as much time preaching
"Back to Afr icanism" as he did
religion , and his f amlly suffered
t he financial consequences inevitabl e in a capitalist society under
s uch circumstances. The fa ther
was an advocate of Marcus Garvey's Universa l Negro Impr ovement Association. and he was proud
and militant, He was killed, when
Malcolm was six, by White racist
night r iders.
Eight chi ldren were too many
for Malcolm's mother to-care for
a lone . When he was twelve, Mal colm went to Boston to live with
a
half-6 ister. who tried to
encourage him to mingle with the
middle-class Black people '' on
the hill" in Roxbury, But It was
to the "hip" and the ' "sharp"
hangouts in the Black ghetto of
Boston that Malcolm was lured.
1n no time he was pr ocessing his
hair, wearing the wildest sytles ,
and escorting White girls about
the t own.
Malcolm got a job as a sandwich and ice-cream vendor on the
Boston - New Haven railroad when
he was sixteen. He came to New
York, especially Harlem , where he
s con was a regular in the most
grooving nlterles. He was hired
as a waiter in Sma ll's Paradise,
where, listening attentivel y to the
pat rons , he became expertly
schooled in the art of "hustl~ " .
Because of his red hair, Mal colm became known as ..Detroit
Red." In a couple of years he
wa'S completely enslaved by the
vices of capitalism; known to always be packing a piece , a dope
peddler, a pimp, and a numbers
runner - one of the sharpest ,
toughest of the teen-age Harlem
hustlers on the streets. Returning
to Boston, he was arrested for
armed robbery and sentenced to
ten years in jail, Malcolm was
then twenty-one
In jail, Malcolm took a corres pondence course in English and
through the efforts of his brother,
Reginald, was introduced to " The
Nation of Islam," Malcolm became
a Muslim and for the first time
in his We acquired a sense of
dignity and self-worth. He changed
his name, in line with organizational policy to reject names imposed
by former slave masters. He became Malcolm X.
When he was released from prison
he
went immediately to
Chicago to meet Elijah Muhammad,
Elijah took Malcolm under his
private tutelage, and Malcolm became totally devoted to the "Mes- careful study of how the Afrosenger of All ah" and his preach- American was enslaved and deings. In the years that fo llowed humanized, He publicized the faces
Malcolm X became the leading that have been suppressed from
spokesman for the Muslims. He regular White racist hist ory books
appeared more frequently in pub- and kept out of school s.
lic than Muhammad himself,andhe
Wh ile in the Muslims and after
began to speak out on topics that he left, Malcolm X taught that
went beyond 'Muslim precepts. the process by which Africans were
Malcolm X believed the organi- made into s laves was one of dezation could play an important role humanizing them. Through barbarin the struggle for civil rights. ous cruelty, comparable to the
On November 22, 1963, John F , worst Nazi concentration camps,
Kennedy was assassinated, During Black people were taught to fear
the question and answer period of the White man. They were syste1 meeting in New York, Malcolm
matically stripped o[ their lanX was asked what he thought about ·guage, cu lture, history, names,
the assassination. He answered religion, of all connections with
that it was a case of "The chick- their home in Africa, and their
ens coming home to roost", and true identity, Black people were
went on to explain that he meant named 'Negro ' signifying this Jack
that the same hate in the White of identity and this flagrant deracist power structure that allowed nial of African origin.
them to wantonly murder innocent
Malcolm asked the Bl ack Amer Black people had spread so far ican: Who taught you to hate yourthat ''it finally had struck down self? Who taught you to be a paci this country's chief of state." fist? Was he a pacifist? Who said
The newspaper played up Mal- Black people cannot defend themcolm's remark but not his inter- selves 7 Does he defend himself?
petation. Muhammad suspended Who taught you not to go too far
Malcolm for ninety days, and other
and too fast in your fight for freeMuslim leaders mounted an un- dom 7 Did he stand to lose someremitting attack against him.
thing by the speed of your vicMalcolm left the Nation of Is - tory? Who taught you to vote for
l am and began to formulate the the fox to escape the wolf? What
ideology and philosophy of a new does t he fox give in return?
revolutionary movement. He saw
All of these questions and so

many mor e needed no answers.All
the questions were directed to the
B lack masses who had nothing to
Jose and no stakes in the cor rupt
system as it exists now.
Malcolm spoke of self-defense ,
and t he real meaning of vi olence,
He cont inually pointed out that the
source of violence was the oppressor , not the oppressed. Out
of one side of its mouth the government and the pr ess preached
pacifism to Black people while
out of the other side comes the
cold announcement that they will
destroy as many North Vietnamese
as they wish. Malcolm X never
tired of pointing out the hypocrlsy of this form of pacifism,
its ineffectuality and its degrading and masochistic character,
Malcolm always sought to expose those' who were responsible
for really maintaining the r acism
of t his society rather than direct•
ing his fire at the puppets. He

could only be won everywhere, ln
Afr ica ,
Malcolm sai d, " Our
pr oblem t s your problem .•• your
problem will never be fully solved
until and unless our s are solved.
You will never be fully respected,
untll and unless we a r e also r e spec ted, You will ne ver be recognized as free human ~lngs until
and unless we are also recognized
and treated as human t,elngs ."
Although Malcolm came from
the ghe t to, s poke for the ghetto
and directed his message to the
ghetto firs t of all, he was a figure
of world import ance , and developed
his ideas in relation t o the great
events of world histor y in his
time ,
So now Malcolm ls no more,
The bootllckers , Uncle Toms ,
lackeys , a nd stooges of the racist
power structure have done ' thei r
best to disfigure Malco lm X, to
root him out of his people ' sheans
t o tarnish his memO!'.'Y• But their

never tired of explaining and demonstrat ing that it was the federal gover nment headed by the
president that was responsible for
maint aining racism in the North
and South . He point out that LBJ's
closest friendin the Senate, Richard Russe ll, was leading the fighf
against the civil rights bill. Malcolm was challenged by a reporter
who doubted thatJohnson's friend.
ship with Russell proved anything.
Malcolm looked at him with his
usual smile and said, off the cuff,
•' If you tell me you: are against
robbing banks , andyourbestfriend
is Jesse James, I have grounds
to doubt your sincerity."
The final point in his political
development which was so impor tant was Malcolm's revolutionary
internationalism, Malcolm gave at
least three reasons for his international outlook. First, was the
common identity of the power
structure which practiced racism
in this country and which practiced imperialism abroad. Second.
only
through Afro-Americans
realizing that they were part of a
great majority of non-Wh i tes in
the world who were fighting for
and winning freedom, wou ld Bl ack
people have the courage to figh t
the battle for freedom at home
by whatever means necessary.
Last, was the fact that freedom

m lllion- word"ect lies fa ll on deaf
ears. As Oss ie Davis so eloquently
expressed it in his Immortal eul ogy of Malcolm X:
' ' If you knew him you wou ld know
why we must honor him: Malcolm
was our manhood , our living Black
manhood, This was hi s meaning t o
his people . And, in honoring him ,
we honor the best in ourselves •.•.
However , much as we may have
differed with him-or with each
other about him and his value as
a man, let his going from us serve
only to bring us together, now.
Consigning these mortal remains
co earth, the -common mother of
all, secure in the knowledge that
what we place in the gr ound is
no more now a man-but a seedwhich, after the winter of our
:iiscontent will come forth again
to meet us. And we will know
him then for what he was and is a Prince - our own Black shining
Prince I -Who didn't hesitate to die,
because he loved us so."
We sha ll have our manhood. We
sha ll have it or the earth will
be leveled by out attempts to gain
it.
MALCOLM X LIVES ON !
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\10k1KC' , gvoi.l. Id b('
01,g \\1tl1 tl,,t. l\11t as
long as I see them teachin~ nonviolence on ly i n
the Black community, we can 't go along wilh
thJt. We believe In equJlity, ani.l equJlity means
that you have to put the same thin)! over here
that you put over there ..\nd if Blac-k people
alone are going to be 1he ones who ..tre nonviolem, then it's not fair. \\e throw our'<elves
off guard. In f.lct, we disarm ourselves .ind
make ourselves defenseless •.•
The Urganiz.ition al .\fro ,\meric,rn t:nicy is
a nonreligious group of Black people who believe that the problems confrontlng our people,
In this country need to be reanalyzed and a
new approach devised toward trying to get a
solution. Studying the problem, we recall that
The following is part of a speech given by
prior to 1939 all of our people, in the l'.orth,
Malcolm X on l)ecember Jl, 1964 at the Hotel
South , East and West, no matter how much
Theresa. In his audience were 37 teenager~
education we had. were segreg.ited. We were
from McComb, Mississippi who were on an
segregated in the r-.onh JUSt as much as we
eight day u-Ip to New York. The trip waS sponwere
segr~ated in the South. Fven now there' s
sored tiy the Student Nonviolent Coordinat ing
as much segregation in the r-:orth as there is
Committee for lhose youth who had been outin
the
South. There's some worse segregation
standing in the civil rights s truggle in their JreJ.
right here in !\ew York Chy than there is in
McComb,
Mississippi; but up here they're subOne of the first things I think young people ,
tle and tricky and deceitful , and they make you
especially nowadays, should learn is how to see
think
you've
got it made when you haven't even
for yourself and listen for yourself andthlnkfor
begun to-make it yet.
yourself. Then you can come to an intelligent
Prior to 1939, our people were In a ver y
decision !or yourself. U you form the habit of .
menta l postion or condition. Mose of us were
going by what you hear others say about someone.
waiters and porters and be llhops and janitors
or going by what others think about someone,
and waitresses and things of that sort. It was
instead of searching that thing out for yourself
not unt il wilI' was declared with Germany. and
and seeing for yourself, you will be walking
America became involved in a manpower shorwest when you think you're going east, and you
tage in regards to her factories plus her army,
will be walking east when you think you're going
th.it the Black man in this country was perwest. This generario·, especially of our people,
m icced to make a few strides forward. It was
has a burden, more so than any other time in
• never out of some kind of moral enlightenment
history. The most important thing that we can
or moral awareness on the part of Uncle Sam.
learn to do today is think for ourse lves.
Uncle Sam only let the Black man take a step
It's good to keep wide-open ears and listen to
forward when he himself had his back to the
what everybody else has co say, bur when you
wall.
come to make a decisjon, you have to weigh .ill
In Michigan where I was brought up at that
of what you' ve heard on its own, and place it
time, I recall that the best jobs in the city
where it belongs, and come to a decision for
for Blacks were waiters out at the country
yourself; you'll never regret it. But if you form
club. In those days if you had a job waiting
the habit of taking what someone e lse says
cab le in the country club, you had it made .
about a thing without check ing it out for your Or if you had a job at the State House. !lavself, you'll find that other people will have you
ing a job at the State House didn't mean th.it
hating your friends and loving your enem ies .
you were a clerk or something of that son ;
This is one of the things that our people are
you had a shoeshine stand at the state house.
beginning to learn today--that it is very imJust by bei ng there you could be around all
portant to chink out a simacion for yourself.
those big-shot politicians--that made you a
U you don't do it, you'll always be maneuvered
big-shot Negro. You were shining shoes, but
into a situation where you are never fighting
you were a big-shot Negro because you were
your actua l enemies, where you will find youraround big-shot White people and you could
self fighting your own self.
bend their ear and get up next to chem . And
1 .:.hink our peep~ iu this country are the best
oftentimes you were chosen by them to be the
examples of chatJ,Many of us want to be nonvoice of the Negro community.
viole nt and we talk very loudly, you know, about
Around that time, 1939 or '40 or '41, they
bei ng nonviolent. Here in llarlem, where there
wet"en't drafting Negroes in the army or the
are probably more 11lack people concentrated
navy , A Negro couldn't JOin the navy in 1940
than any place in the worlci, some talk that
or ' 41. They wouldn't take a Black man in the
nonviolent talk coo. Hue we find that they aren't
navy except to make him a cook. lie couldn't
nonviolent with each other. You can go out to
JUSt go and Join the navy, and I don't think he
Har lem Hospital, where there are more Blrtck
cou ld go and join the army. They weren't
patients than any hospital in the world, and
drafting him when the war first started. This
see them going in there all cut up and shot up
is what they thought of you and me in those
and busted up where they got violent with each
days. For one thing, they didn' t trust us; they
other .
feared that if they put us in the army .ind
My experience has been that in many instances
tra ined us in how to use rifles and other
where you find Negr oes talking about nonthings, we might shoot at some targets chat
violence , they are not nonviolent with each other,
they hadn't picked oul. And we wou ld have.
and they're not loving with each other, or forAny thinking man knows what target to shoot
giving with each other. Usua lly when they say
at. U a man has to have someone else to choose
they're nonviolent, they mean they're nonhis target, then he isn't thinking for hlmviolent with somebody else. I think you underself--they:.Ce doing the thinking for him .
stand wh at I me,:111. They are nonviolent with
the enemy. A person can come to your home,
The Negro leaders In those days were the
and if he's White and wants to heap some kind
same type we have today. When the Negro
of brutality on you , you're nonviolent; or he can
leaders saw all the White fellows betng drafted
come to take your father and put a r ope around
and taken into the army and dying on the ba ttlehis neck, and you're nonviolent. But if another
fie ld, and no Negroes were dying because t hey
Negro just stomps his foot, you'll rumble with
weren't being drafted, the Negro leaders came
him in a minute. Which shows you that there's
up and said, "We ' ve got to die too . We want
an inconsistency there.
to be drafted coo, and we demand that you
t ake us in there and let us die for our country
I myself would go for nonviolence If it was
too." That was what the Negro leaders did
consistent, if everybody was going co be nonviolent a ll the time. I'd say, okay, let's get
back in 194 0. I remember. A. Phillip Randolph
was one of the leadi ng Negroes in those days
with it, we'll all be nonv iolent. But 1 don 't go
who said it, and he's one of the Big Six right
along with any kind of nonviolence unless everynow; and this is why he's one of the Big Six.
body's go ing to be nonviolent. lf they make the
So they started drafting Negro soldiers then,
Ku Klux Klan nonviolent, I'll be nonviolent,. If
and started letting Negroes get into the navy.
they make the White Citizens Cot!.'lC ll nonvioBut not until Hitler and Tojo and the foreign
lent , l'll be nonviolent. But as long as you've
powers were strong enough to put pressure on
got somebody e lse being violent. I don't
want anybody coming to me talking any nonthis country. so that it had its back to the wall
and needed us, did they let us work in factories.
v iolent talk. I don't think it is fair co tell our
Up unt il that time we couldn't work in the facpeople to be nonviolent unless someone is out
tories; I' m talking about the North as well as
there making the Klan and the Citizens Council
the South. And when they let us work in the
and these other groups also be nonviolent.
factories , at first they let us in only as jJnNow, I'm not criticizing those here who are
itors. After a year or so passed by, they let
nonviolent. I Think everybody shou ld do it the
us work on machines. We became nMchinists,
way they feel is bes1, and I congratu late anygot .i little more skill. If we got .i little more
body who can be nonviolent in the face of .ill
skill , we made a little more money, which
that kind of action in that part of the world. I
enabl<:!d us to live in a little better neighbor
don't think that in 19t>S you wi11 find the upcoming gener.ition of our people. especially
hood, we went to a little better school, got a
little better educ.ition and could come out and'
those who h-tve bcL·n doing some thinki.:1g, who
will go along with anv form of nonviolence
get a little lx:tter JOU. So the cycle was broken
somewhat.
unless nonviolence i:,, going to be practiced .ill
the way around.
But the cycle wa!:i not broken out of some
If the leader• ot the nonviolent movement
kind of sens. of moral responsibility on the
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thJt l-yde \\•s nroken even to a degree w.J.s
when world pressure was brought co bear
on the United Scates government. They didn't
look <H us as human be ings --they JUSt put us
into· their system anc.J let us .idv.ince .i little
bit f..trther because it served their interests.
They nevt:r lei us .idvance a little bit farther
because they were interested in us as hum.in
beings •. \ny of you who have a knowledge of
hi.story, sociology. or poli1ical science, or the
economic development of this country .ind its
race relations--go b,1ck and do some reseJrch
on it ,rnd you'll have to admit that this is true.
1t was during the time that !litter and Tojo
made war with this country and put pressure
on it chat ~cgroes in tins country ad\·.inced a
little bit . .-\t the end of the war with Gt.:rmany
and J.1pan, then Joe Stalin and Communist
Russia were a threat. During that period we
mJde a little more he.idwa)'. Now the point
that I' m making is this : Never at any time
in the history of our people in this country
have we made advances or progress in any
way based upon the internal good will of this
country. We have made advancement in chis
country only when this country was under
pressure from forces above and beyond its
control. The Internal moral consciousness of
this country is bankrupt, It hasn't existed since
they first brought us over here and made s laves
out of us. They make it appear they have our
good interests at heart, but when you s1udy it,
every time, no matter how many seeps they
take us forward , It's like we're standing on-what do you ca ll that thing?--a treadmill. Tiie
treadmi ll is moving backwards faster than we're
able to go forward in this direction. We're not
even standing still--we're going backwards .
In studying the process of this so-ca lled progress during the past twenty years, we of the
Organization of Afro-American Unity realized
that the only lime the Black man In chis country
is
given any kind of recognition , or even
li stened to, is when America is afraid of outside pressure, or when she's afraid of her
image abroad. So we saw that it was necessary
LO expand the problem and the struggle of the
Black man in this country until it went above
and beyond the jurisdiction of the United States .••
l was fortun.J. te enough co be .ible to take a
tour of the African continent during the summer.
I went co Egypt , then to Arabia, Kuwait. Lebanon,
Sudan, Eth iopia , Kenya, Tanganyika, Zanzibar,
Nigeria, Ghana , Guinea, Liberia and Algeria,
I found , while l was traveling on the African
continent, I had already detected it in May,
that someone had very shrewdly planted the
seed of division on this continent t o make the
Africans not show geniune concer n with ou r
problem, just as they plane seeds in your and
my minds so that we won ' t show concern with
the African problem •• •
1 also found that in many of these African
countr ies the head of state is genuinely concerned with the problem of the Black man in
this country; but many of them thought if they
opened their mouths and voiced their concern
that they would be insulted by the American
Negro leaders. Because one head of state in
Asia voiced his support of the civil-rights
strugg le in 1963 and a couple of the Rig Six
had the audacity co s lap his face and say they
weren't interested in chat kind of help--which
in my op inion is asin ine. So the African leaders
on ly had to be convinced that if they cook an
open stand at the governmenta l leve l and showed
interest in the problem of Black people in this
country, they wouldn't be rebuffed.
And today you'll find in the United Nations,
and It's not an accident , that every time the
Congo question or anything on the African
continent is being debated, they couple it with
what is going on, or what ls happening to you
and me, in Mississippi and Alabama and these
other places. 1n my opinion. the greatest accomplishment that was made in the struggle
of the Black man in America in 1964 toward
some kind of real progress was the successful linking together of our problem with the
African problem , or making our problem a
world problem. Because now, whenever anything happens to you in Mississippi, it's not
just a case of somebody in Alabama getting
indignant, or somebody in New York getting
i ndignant. The same repercussions that you
see a ll over the world when an imperialist or
foreign power interferes in some section of
Africa--you see repercussions, you see the
embassies being bombed and burned and overturned--nowadays, when something happens to
Black people in Mississippi, you' ll see the
same repercussions all over the world.
I wanted to point this out to you because it
is lmport<1nt for you to know that when you' re
in Mississippi, you ' re not alone . ,\s long JS
you think you ' re alone, then you take J stand
as if you're a minority or as if you're outnumbered, and th.it kind of stand will never
enable you to win -.1 battle . \ou've got to know
that you've got af, much power on your side
as th.it Ku Klux f\.1J'1 hJS on its sidt! .. \nd when
you know that you've got as much power on
<=idc> .1:;c the Kl,in h..1•
1 it: side. H)t.'ll

talk 1e sarne md o l.ing1 .ige wu,
as the Klan is talking with you .••
l think in 1965, whether you like it, or I like
it, or they like it. or not, you will see th.it the r e
is a gener ation of Black people becoming mature to the point where they feel that ihey have
no more businPSS being asked to take a peaceful approach than Jnybody else takes, unless
everyboc!y's going to takt! a peaceful approach.
So we here in the Organizatirm or ,\fro.\merlcan Unity ..tre with the struggle in Mississippi one thousand per cenl. We're with the
efforts to register our people In Mississippi
to vote one thousand per cent. l3ut we do not
go along with anybody celling us to help nonviolently. We think that If the government says
th.it Negroes have a right to vote, and then some
Negroes come out to vote , and some kind of
Ku Klux Klan Is going co put them In the river,
and the government doesn't do anything about
it, it's time for us to organize .ind brtnd together ,.1.nd equip ourselves and qualify ourselves to protect ourse lves. And once you -:an
protect yourself, you don't have co worry
about being hurt •••
If you don't have enough people down there
to do it, we'll come down there and help you
do it. Because we're tired of this old runaround that our people have been given in this
country . For a long time they accused me of
not getting Involved in politics. Tuey shou ld"ve
been glad I didn't get involved in po litics, because anything I get in, I'm in all the way.
They say we don't take part in the Mississippi
struggle , we will org1rnlze brothers here In
New York who know how to handle these kind
of affairs, and they'll slip into Mississippi
like Jesus slipped into Jerusalem .
That doesn't mean we're agains t White people, but we sure are against the Ku Klux Klan
and the White Citizens Councils; and anyth ing
that looks like It's against us, we're aga ins t
it, Excuse me for raising my voice, but this
thing, you know, gets me upset. Imagine that-a country that's supposed to be a democracy
supposed to be for freedom and a ll of that kind
of stuff when they wane to draft you and put
you in the army and send you to Sa igon to
fight for rhem--and then you've got to turn
around and all night long discuss how you're
go ing to JUSt gel a right to register and vo1e
without being murdered. Why, that's the most
hypocritical government since the world began I•••
l bope you don't thiri.)( I'm trying to incite
you. Just look here : Look at yourselves. Some
of you are teenagers , students . How do you
think I feel--and I belong to a generation ahead
of you--how do you think I feel to have to tell
you, "We , my generation , sat around like a
knot on a wall while the whole world was
fighting for its human rights--and you've got
to be born into a society where yOI.I st lll have
t hat same fight.'' What did we do, who preceded you? I'll tell you what we did: Nothing.
And don't you make the same mistake we
made •• ,
You get freedom by letting your enemy know
chat you 'll do anything to get your freedom:
then you'll gee it. It's the on ly way you' ll get
it. When you get chat kind of attitude. they' ll
label you as a " crazy Negro," or they'll ca ll
you an extremist or a subver s ive, or seditious ,
or a red or a radical. But when you s t ay radical long enough , and get enough people to be
like you, you'll get your freedom .•.
So don't you run around here trying to make
friends with somebody who's depriving you of
your rights . TI1ey're not your friends, no,
they're your enemies.
Treat them like that
and fight them, and you'll get your freedom:
and after you get your freedom, your enemy
will respect you. And we'll respect you. And
I say chat with no hate. 1 don't have hate in
me. 1 have no hate at all. I don't have any hate.
I've got some sense. I'm not going to let somebody who hates me tell me co love him . I'm
not that wayout. And you , young as you are,
and because you s t art thinking, you're not going
to do it either. The on ly time you're go ing to
get in that bag is if somebody puts you there.
Somebody else, who doesn't have your welfare
at heart •••
I want co thank all of you for taking the time
to come to Harlem and especia lly here. I hope
th at you've gotten a better understanding about
me. I put it to you just as plain as I know how
t o put it; there's no interpretation necessary ,
And l want you co know that we're not In any
way trying to advocate any kind of indiscriminate, unintelligent action, Any kind of action
that you are ever involved in that's designed to
protect the lives and property of mistreated
people in this countr y, we're with you one
thousand per cent, .\nd if you don't feel you 're
qua lified to do it, we have some brothers who
will slip in, .is I said ear lier, and he lp tra in
you and show you how to equ ip yourself and
lei you know how to deal with the man who
dcds with you .••
~IJlcolm X Talks to Young People--n•printed
fr •m tl1('). >llU Si-.·i,tli.St
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ON JONATHAN PINKETT
AND RENE JOHNSON
J onathan Pinkett one ti me dis tribution officer, It. of e.:tucatlon ,
s ub-section lea1er for t he Ph lla delphia Branch of the Black Pan-

m adness about " other levels ".
When I was fir st hipped to these
chumps splitting .. it required.some
heavy thought. Up 1n New York
Pinkett had a habit of turn lng up miss!ng . Rene is simply the
r enegade , he couldn ' t r e late to the
da lly set of getting in the streets
and talking to Black fo lks , wht,:::11
•.>Her ed no spot lights or cameras .
Both of these foolealwars Cl)u ld
articulate the language of oppres -

PURGED
FROM
THE N.C.C.F. DETROIT
The Black Panther Party and Its
~~g~~t':e~ ~re~ ~~:f F~~~~!
ts s truggling night and da ytocombat the fascists' plan to commit
genoc ide against the leadership of
the Black Panther Party tnparttcula r, and the Black community in

s ion. Rene was the r epeater, He ft~n:~~ ·1:\:t:eB~~=t~1~;~;
r epeated parts of the leader sh ip's our survival he re in America. We
, s pe eches he had memorized. On all must fi ght this racis t op1,1resthe other hand Pinkett was able to I slve system 1f we are to survive.
defi ne pri nci;>les Cl)<r ecll/ . but The Black Panther Party has set
I guess this is the reason for their f;:ou g~~ut 1:~le:i=~~ c~~!~~;
e xpuls ion and exposur e. Thelr that a r e both educational and meet
practice never did keep up with the basic needs of the people: The
the ir theor y. At any r ate they have F r ee Breakfast for Children, F r ee
defined a clear posl: lon with the.
Clothin&' Cente r s, and the People' s
p eople.
Free Medica l Cllnlc. These pro"ln t'ie pr ocess of a great grams have been proven successJONATHAN PlNKETf s truggle , the compositi on of the !~al~~ communities on a national
th er P&:rty, a lso did some or gan- leading group in most cases s hou ld
The N.C.C. F . here In Detroit
izi ng among the
r.ow closed not and cannot r emai n entirely un has been striving to open the
Read ing, Pennsylvania Black Com- c hanged thr oughout t he initial, the People' s F r ee Medical Clinic, bem unity Infor mation Center. He was middle, and the fi na l stages ; the
cause we realtze that without adeOffi cer of the Day tor a time activis ts who come for war d in the quate medical attention, on which
i n Brooklyn, NewYor!:. Whet her he co urse of the s truge; le must con- these fa scist pigs of the power
s
tantly
be
promoted
to
r
E;place
str ucture have seen flt to put such
was a pig is not the issue. His
a ridiculously high p rice, oppresactions on today 's scene tells us
sed people die from Ulnesses that
he broke. He broke and went over
could have been treated and/or
to the other side. He now runs
cured. This ts fa scis m because
around with ace foo l and psycho· we are actuall y denied medical
attent ion that is necessa r y tor
path , Rene Johnson , Let the wet
ou r s ur vival.
11t1t·k of their backs compllment
each othe~, for t hey do deser ve
The birth control plll is another
type of genocide that the power
each omer.
structure has poured Into the Black
Rene Johnson is t he fou l accommunity, telling us that It Is
compltce of the above mentioned
unhealthy and/or against the well
madman ; Rene Johnso,1 and Pinkbeing of the society to continue to
e tt fa lied to find satisfaction unless
have as many children as we do.
they were made Mhlster s of our
Wha t bette r way ts there fo r the
powe r structure to commit t he
Centra l Comm ittee. Being that our
criminal act of genocide (the s ysCenrra l Committee is ;)oth correct
tematic exter mination of a group
and our people r a lly closely ar ound
o r r ace of people) than through
it , this was a hope less s ituation .
some foul t rick stop the m f rom
Rene and Pinkett ar e now defiling
baring childr en. The youth make
uppez- P.?nnsylvania campuses with
the revolutlon , they wll go fo rth
In our footsteps so that fr eedom
speeches r.?hearsed fr om Eldridge
will som e day be gained. This is
RENE JOHt-JSO N
Cleaver in t he name of the Black
Panther Party.
t hose or ig inal members of the why 1t ts so important our child ren get a meaningful education,
A little while ago, Pinkett popped leading group who are i nferior
a s Point #5 of the Pla tform and
up at our Philadelphia Branch of- by compar ison or who have de - Program of the Black Panthe r
fice in a late , late, late model Cad- gener ated." Mao Tse -Tung
Party s tates: "We want an educaillac , oln'.<ing. " Do you want to
tion for our people that e xposes
ALL P.:>W ,::: R TO TI-IE PEOPLE the t r ue nature of thi s decadent
take my picture in my 19( ?)
American society, an education
Cadil1ac7" With an oink and a Mumfa
that teaches our t rue histo ry and
laugh , he split , mumbling some Black Panther Parcy
our rol e in present day society."
All the children of our com munlttes
belong to the people, and we must
fi ght together to prevent any dange r
tnlllcted
by this oppr essive
syste m, from harming or killing
our youth, phys ically or mentally.
Anyone within the ranks of the

people's army who knowingly and
wllllngly aids the power structure
In their plan against the masses of
oppressed people tsaplg-provacateur , counter-revolutionary or a
fool DONNETTA BREWERJSONE
SUCH PERSON . She came to work
with us about the fir st of the year
1970. She told us that she wanted
to work with the N.C.C. F here ln

I

PIG

HARASSMENT
It gives me great pleasur e to expose to you another act o( haras sment , intimidation and aggress ion
brought on in full force by the
rac ist East Oakland ;>i,5s,
On Wednesday, brother George
Cashen
(who
was vicious ly
attacked by the r acist pigs not
more than t hree weeks ago) was
serving the people by selling the
Black Panther Black Community
News Sei•vice at White Front store.
Fulfilling this cask , he got in his
car leaving White Front Store
when suddenly he was stopped by
a racist pig . 1l1e pig asked
George for his license . George
Slated that he did not have it.
Right aw3y h '.! W )S !J;.t ,JJ-cuffed
and taken to jail. As you know ,
if yoJ are driving without a license yot: are issued a citation,
OHi. :,ur not br other George , a
servant of the people.
The trumped-up charges by the
pig for ai-resting George was war e am:; , The :>Cother didn 't have an}'
w,:irr antsl L .1e did, do you think
he woJ ld be out of jail fr om his

previous ar rest which was not
more than three weeks ago? 1l1ink
about it. His tMil was set at $62.00
fo r this trumped up charge. His
car was towed away and car efully
i nspected by the pigs .
Br other George we,1c to court
on th is matter . Because he was
illega lly stopped by the pig, because he didn ' t have any warrants , because t he pigs cou ldn ' t
find anyth ing in his car to bust
him on, the judge cou ldn ' t do anything e lse but state all charges
are dropped and Issue his money
back to him except for the $13.00
for the tow charge , (Tow charge money that could have bought bread
or some other necessity),
So we s ay latel." for you crazy
plJs. 3 t:!:~ u:..:= the people know your
game. Your J '.ly Is hcre, 'it' s not ,
coming, It's here' .
Riiht Onl
FREE ALL PO LITICAL PRISON ERS
ALL POWER TO TI-I E PEOPLE
East Oakland Black Commun ity
Information Center

than the people. She had constantly
discussed wlth us her dlsltke for
her family, who were the ones she
was, supposedly, working to help,
with the exception of her younger
brother
We pleated her up so she could
out of respect for the members
let them know what made her
come to her decision and pick
up her things. In the meeting with
the general lx>dy, she was asked
why she had said that her doctor
told her that she would have to
have an abortlon, and why she had
refused to consult a Party doctor
when tbat was suggested. No answer. We asked why she had shown
disrespect tor her comrades by
asking where an abortion cotdd be
obtained. No answer. Just what
was her reason for leaving the
struggle, again there, was no answer, we asked her just out of
respect tor those she had been
working with for the last four or
five months to tell us something.
Finally she said "l don't care
about anybody in this rOOlJl. 1 ' A
true revolutionary cares about thEl
people- - he cares to the point that
he ls wllling to put his life on
the line to help the masses of poor
and oppressed people. He would

DONNETTA (VERL!NA) ~;:;;~'.

think ot k1111ng his unbocn ,

BREWER

Anyone who at thi s stage of the
Det roit ; at that time she was r e- struggle decides they w1Il no longer
cove ring from wounds acquir ed serve the people--that other things
when Chicago's finest fascists are more important than FREEING
murde red Fred Hampton, Deputy Huey P. Newton, and s topping the
Chai r man of the Black Panther fascists who have already decided
Party, and Mark Clark in cold to murder Chairman Bobby Beale
blood. Donnetta was In the apart- in the electric chai r, when si ster s
and brother s of the N.C.C. F . are
ment at that time
We took her In and helped her being attacked by the fascist pig
as much as we could ; she was cops , when at almbst every high
school
he r e in Detroit and the outtreated no diffe rent than other
member s ofthe N CC F Shedldn' t lying communitie s and the students
have clothes, so we got things for are being viciously attacked and
he r to wea r , fed her, and saw to beaten, at a Ume when no one in
It that she got the medical attention the Black community Is safe from
that she needed. Donnetta has the fas cist criminal tactics used
asthma and twice we had to rus h her and endorsed by the pig power
to the hospital. Westayedup nights s tructure--wlll be purged from the
and watched he r to make sure s he r anks of the people's Party. There
didn't get any wor se in he r sleep. ls no room here for liars or for
No one here asked for anything in those who don't have time to do
return accept that s he do what she the only r eal job that exist s tocould and get well . She had worked day--the liberation of all the poor
on the medical cadre in Chicago and oppres sed masses and the
so we had he r work on getting the building of a society In which men
clinic sta rted here; most of the can be men and determine their own
wo rk s he did was writing letters destinies.
As of April 25, 1970, oonnetta
and making phone calls , and she
went to a couple ofm eetlngs todis - Brewe r is no longer In good standing with the N C C.F . of Detroit.
cuss the clinic.
She has been purged.
On April 25, 1970, Donnetta called
and stated that she would no longer INTENSIFY THE STRUGGLE
work with us or wor k for the peo- ALL P OW ER TO THE P EOPLE
ple' s liberation struggle . Donetta
N.C. C,F , DETROIT
also Informed us that she would
start working for money rather Brenda

FASCISM IS:
.357 Magnums and Billy Clubs
Because of the pigs' supposed
"immun ity" to any kind of r eciproca l action that might and rightly
shou ld be taken agains t them , they
have egotistica lly reached the level
now w!Jl'..'! .. '.! r.1ey -:onstder themselves trivulnerable to the same
sort of act ion that they themselves
are taki 1g. T11ey have adapted
themselves to " super -pig mentalities " . But the only thing that
makes the pigs bad is that .38 or
.357 str apped around his waist;- and we ca,1 .1eutralize that with
.357 ' s, 9mm ' s and 4S ' s of our
own . Black peQple must understand that to arm ourselves in
self-defense is an act of necess ity. When a pig can go ups ide a
young brother 's head with a b1lly
club (or , as the piJS c:1 :l lt , a
" nigger stick") and cause hi m to
lose sight ahnost totally i n one
eye , as was the case wi th Curtis
Jackson , then it Is definitely time
for Niggcr:-s to th ink of a new

stra tegy other than passi ve r esist ance . When a gr oup of r acist pigs
can i ntrude upon fam ilies ' privacy
and inflict sufferi ng and humiliation upon them , then it is clearly
time to deal "tit -for-tat". All
t.'1esc a..:t.s :ire bc i1g carr ied out
by the so-ca lled ''law enforcement officers and agencies of Aincri,:a - -Amer lca , land of the
s laves being run by the depr aved.
So the question ls : Are we going to
recognize these attacks be ing rnade
36,1:.1s t us as part of the Amer ican
way of life? Or are we golng to
call a spade a spade and re late to
the objective s ituation , under
tne pr esent social order, America
~an never meet the needs of Black
people within her confi ,es .
So Nigger s, I say this : Stop looking for fasc ism to come riding up
War ren Str eet on a wh ite horse
wl;h s wastikas emblazoned all over
it. Ins tead be on guard for th.it
pig i n blue with the AmerkJn fhg:

se wn on his shou lder. Because
Hi~ler was a chu mp compar ed to
these killer s . 1lll'ough looking at
the ir prac tice, the people of the
wor ld can righteous ly say : " The
Am~:-:c.3:1 eagle and the Amer ican
fl ag ar e the tr ue symbols of (asdsm . " L, order for Black people
to surviveAmP.rica,we ha veto make
the fir st last, and the last fir s t. So
chat when the pigs go home at night,
let death greet chem at the front
door! Oeatil a thousanJ I lmes- No . ten thousaud tlmes lo the vultures who wou ld wantonl y destroy
the world; life and pr osperity will
r eign supreme after those fiends
are anni hilated.
ALL POWER TO TI-I E PEOPLE !

Bos.::on Chapter
Black Panther Par ty
Wayne

------·-
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HATE MAIL
Dea.- Black 11lgers1
l think your newspaper is nothing but a piece of trash. I think
every person L, this wo•ld know
that you murder and kill people,
and not the police department, I
know that you even kill your own
people so they will believe your
trash. The police does the right
thing when they kill some of your

sou l brothers.
Your B1..1ck Panther Ni~er Party
should be destroyeJ and you, who
belong to it, killed, I'm not a pro-

geolist , but I jJst i1.1te your big
lies. If you do1 '· l!ke something in
the U.S . then you si,0uld go back
to Afrlca, that's wh~re you came
from, and where you belong, because you'!'e still wild as those
Blacks who live in Africa and cat
people. ln my opinion and in the
opinion of all the white and most
black people, you bring nothing
but shame and destruction to the.
black community.
I'm Puerto Rican and l hate pigs
like you, you are noth lng but a
small bunch of communists and
murderers of the world, If we catch
one more of your followers carrying those crash, then we gonna
blast his head and that' s a promise !
John Hernandez

To: Eldridge Cleaver
3106 Si1atruck Ave
Berkeley , Calif.

WARNING!
Editor: Your time is short- so
be prepared co die very soon.
You will be likely kllled by one
of your most crusted "friends''
A friend
Chicago, Ill.

A PIG
IS A PIG
IS A PIG

To the Black Panther Party,

LETTER FROM A ZIONIST PIG

After hearing what your socalled l.:!.iders have said 0,1 tv
thi s we<:>k, I want you to know
that whe'l yo•J mt< :1:,out kilting
various
senato::s , J. Edgar
Jloover and Pcesd~ut "lh-:in, you
are talkl,ig a!nu1. '<illl,ig ::;;, of
:1 !l lnhabltants of the U,lred Slates
L you think that we wUl sit back
and let you do I • j.>u 've JUSt
made your biggest rnl·m1ke.

Hello Pagans:
Some stupid Jews still would
strive for you as I did in the pasr
Yet you are for the Arabs who
sell you as slaves in Saud.fa Arabia and kill you as in the Sudan.
How can you be such ungrateful
dogs and still live? Such scums a>l
you ought to drop dead. You see,
l am not afraid of you gangsters
and hoodlu.ns. Go a1,J kill a few
more poli::erneu. but leave lsrael alone.
lf you will continue your antiIsri::l J:wd:.,_ we will make the
streets of America most unsafe
for you as we did to the British,
in Zion.
This is a promise and we keep
such. You may ask the British,
who oug 11l to know.

We do not live In a segregated neighborhood.
There are
several hundred black, white,
other minority peoples, as
as those who are supposedly in
the majority who take up arms
against you. Both men and women In our group are bound by
a common bond-hatred of violence and the unreasoning teachings of the Black Panthers,
If you wam to form a Nazi
Yours in hate,
soclety, start looking elsewhere.
M.E. Ben-Am:
We the people of the U.S.A . ,
F _, .. mer Chairman ,
wlll never permit you to use us
American Friends
for your personal gains. Poor
of the fighters for
people. thus far, have seen little
the freedom of Israel
or no assistance from you. Harassment is a more appc:.ipdace
re,m for your activity. We do not
wish to live under your dictatorial type of society. .
True Grits

;;ft

Hey rugheads hows abouf
printin.
dis , show da blacktes what us
greys thinks about you.

Rughead, Rughead in da ghetto,
you wit da gun and yo black
stiletto, git out da country. gfd
out da states. Hurry up boy, you
Sl.ice you blad devils do not d,ln't rate.
You is robbin the people and
want to go back to the African
jungles, my wife Madeleine and breaking da law- you gonna get
it
in the jaws .
l will burn all bloody niggers
you is groovy, you is keen,you
on stakes on top of Mt. Tamaiwith
the 225 and purple jeans
pals for everybody to see. And
we mean it. To show you we are Broder Malcom, had real soul
he
was
nothing but a bl ack assnot afraid of any of you apes I
dare you to see me or call me hole
you
want
everythtn free for
up and I will surety blast you
off this earth . If you print this nothin at all , all you de7.erve is
a
dirty
stall
in the paper more people will
If you don't like America and
help me burn you dog:s,
the things we do, Africa is waiting
;Jst for you.
Sid Good
53'1-0594
Federal United Commu50'22 Foxburrow Dr.
nities of yesterday OverCastro Valley
ridden Yiddish

ZIONIST ATTACK
ON HARLEM OFFICE
FOILED BY
COMMUNITY
On May 71 1970, at about 10:30 Black Panther Party
Is not antia.m., the Officer of the Day of the semitic . ln fact, we are tn total
Harlem Office of the BlackPanther
Party received a call from the pig
press inquiring into information
concerning a press conference
called by the Jewish Defense LeJgue that was supposed to take pl.ice
in front of our office. The Officer
of the Day knew nothing of any proposed press conference. Shortly
after the call, a large llertz renta-truck pulled up in front of our
office and about 40 Zionists from
the JDL jumped out of the truck.
The O.D., Bashir, was the only
Panther in the office at the time.
While the majority of these racist
pigs set up a picket line and
marched around in front of our
office, about three or more of the
larger swine had the gall to try
and force their way into our office.
A fight insued and the brother,
Bashir, was attacked by twelve of
these zionists along with pigs
from the Tactical Police Force.
By this time, other Panthers had
ZIONIST PIG
arrived and the racist dogs were
RETREATS
turned back by the brothers who
righteously defended the office . support of the people of Palestine ' s
Lindsay' s fascist pigs and the righteous struggle against Zionist
Jewish Defense League arrived imperialism, that works hand in
simultaneously. The pig cops were glove with U.S. imperialism. We
on roof tops acrossthestreetfrom must remember that the Arab peothe office- - with guns drawn--and ple are Semitic people also and the

'4.._,-
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PANTHER BASHIR, 0 .0., DELIVERS A CALL
TO THE BROTHERS AND SISTERS OF HARLEM

ON THE NECKS OF
THE GREEDY BUSINESSMEN
Today is May 4, 197·0. Two weeks
ago some elderly people of Mission
Hill Project asked for morep.11!·.:~
in the project area to stop so-called
crimes. The Boston Pig Furcc,
headed by Mayor- KJvin White,
jumped at this chance to employ
more criminals (police) into our
community. They added more pig
patrol cars , as well as foot patrols
with canines.
Since the request of more pigs
has bce•1 met, the people of Mission ·
Hill have witnessed the shooting of
a teenage White boy, the stabbhg
death of a Black man, the Intimidation of Black children by racist
Whites, and the arr-est of a Black
worn'.111 who pulled a gun on a racist in defense of herself and her
son. Where was the racist Boston
Pig Dep,n·cment when these crimes
among the people were being committed? Why is it that Pig Mayor
Wilite of Bos~on responds
so
readily to the request ofmorepigs
in the Black community, by a minority of misguided people?
Therehav'? been loud cries concerning the necessary things of
life , not by a minority, but by a
majority of Black people In Mission HIU. We have heard 131ack
people therE> condem.,inb the shab-

I .•

they had surrounded the office .
The TPF formed a wall of pr0tection between the Zionist fascist
hoodlums and the people , and began
to attack the brothers and sisters
from the community who were defending the Panther office. The
brother , Bashir, was beaten in the
Where was Mayor Whiee when all face by the JDL and the TPF. Toe
of these demm1ds were tiaing made? people in the community noting the
Why did he so readily respond to attack on the office, poured into
the request of more pigs andnotto the streets to defend the people's
all the other requests of the peo- office and began to attack the gesple? The reason i<S that Pig Mayor tapo JDL and the TPF . The people
White doesn't really care about retaliated by throwing bricks and
Black people. This act of W!lite's bottles and anything else that they
is onl y a role that all lyirig poli- had at their disposal, soon beating
ticians are playing In the genocide the racist Jews back into their
of Black peopl~. Whl(e knows that truck and running them out of the
pigs come bto our communities to Black community. All segments of
b.cutalize and mt:rder Black people, the community came forth to help
nol to stop crime. He knows that defend the people's warriors and
pigs stop Black people from ob- the people's office. From hustlers
taintni their just demands of the to housewives, the community
bask needs of life. TI1e only way formed a united front against these
that we caa ;acelve our needs Is alien 'invaders.
The racist Jewish Defense Leato remove these pigs in uniform
from our communities (and this gue , aided by the fascist NYPD,
mea,s all pigs regardless of.color c loaked this provocative attack
or dress or reUgion--because a against our office under alleged
pig ls a pig, Is a pig , ls a pig) at accusations of "anti-semitic litthe point of a gun and step on the erature" being printed in our
necks of the greedy businessmen newspaper. This is a bald face
lie , It must be POinted out that the
and take what we need.

by condJti,,ns of e levators (where
one small girl was killed because of the poor conditions of the
elevators). The people of Mission
Hill have al so pleaded about the
bad housing in which rats take up
more space than humans--conditions where rain drenches entire
sevi~·, s1ory bu ildings from top to
bottom, We have heard the screams
of the! W";"l"are mothers demandi ,g
more food for their chlldren, one
demand which only the Black
P Jnther Party has tried to meet
with the establishment of a Free
Break fast Program. The welfare
mothers have also dema,dedclothing tor their children and themselves. Where was Pig Mayor
White? The Black Panther Party
was the on ly one to respond to
the mothers' dem.'.lnd (or clothing;
we established a Free Clothing
Program. We have heard the peopl e
of Mtssiun Hlll 1emand lower rent ,
better maintenance, and paint to
hide the de,. .'.lylng marks on their
walls. Whe.--e was Pig Mayor Ke- DEAnt TO Tit1:: PlJSI
vin White? We have heard the COUNTER-ATIACK I
people of Mission Hill express
their needs for better medical Sig Bob
care, So the Black Panther Party
began to estabHsh a Free Health Bost::m Chapter
Clinic which will open this month. Black Panther Party

-

only right that the Zionist clique,
headed by Golda Mier and Moshe
Dayan, have to the land that they
call Israel is a robber's right.
We are anti-Zionist expansion in
the Arab world and Zionist exploitation here in Babylon, manifested
in the robber barons that exploit
us in the garment industry and the
bandit merchants andgret:!dy slumlords that operate in our com munities.
We will take this opportunity to
inform all fasc ist dogs and other
fools that the peopleofHarlemwill
not tolerate any type of invasions
into our community by members
of the "Stern Gang" or any other
gang . Furthermore, we feel that
these Zionist cowards were suffering from suicidal delusions,
and if the Jewish Defense League
returns to our community under
any pretext- - as they say they
will--we will smash them completely and resolutely once and
for all.

SE IZE THE TIMEI
DEATH TO THE PIGSI
Zayd-Malik Shakur
Harlem Branch
Black Panther Party
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DANNY SMITH MURDERED
BY fASCIST PIGS

Point Number 7 of the Black
Panther Party Pladorm and
Program, states that, "We want
an immediate end to police brutality and murder of Black people". We believe that with a revol utionary political ideology we
can end pollce brutality in our
Black Community, by organizing
Black sell-defense groups, that
are dedicated to defending our
community against racist pig oppression and brutality. The Second Amendment to the Constitution of the United States gives all
men the right to bear arms . We
therefore believe that all Black
people should arm themselves
for self-defense,.
On Tlaesday, April 28, 1970,
the life of nine-year-old Danny
Smith was snuffed out by the
fascist pigs of Highland Park.
Danny was standing at a bus stop
with his mother, Mrs. Margret
Smith, when he was struck down
in cold blood by pJgs who Ch ief
Donald Meade refused to identify.
This low-down pig murder~
nine year old Danny by accident
while attempting to murder two
other youths they suspected of
having a stolen car .
Highland Parle Chief of Pigs,
Donald Meade , along with bootlicking nigger Mayor Robert
Blackwell and the racist DPOA
attempte4 to quiet this act of
genocide against young Danny by
trying to buy Mrs. Smith off.
They offered her money in payment for the life of her son . The
pigs said that they wanted to pay
the funeral
expenses,
for
one
of the
many
victims of American fascism. Mrs.
Smith refused the blood money
for her son's death. The pigs that
were responsible for the death of
Danny Smith, were not even suspended. Our chil<k"en are the future of our communities, but for
Danny there will be no future;
our community ls a colony In
which Black people are controlled by a force of racist pigs
who have no concern for their
lives or well being.
Danny is an example of what
happened to Black men in the 'Algers Motel incident'. The situations are the same, the only difference is in the time and
place--the motive is genocide
against Black people.
Brother Danny IS a victim of
the rising tide of fascism here
in America. He and so many like
him never had a chance to
find out what life really was or

why his government allowed racists hidden behind the cause of
•law and order' to murder
Black people because of their
color .
How many more Danny's will
be sacrUiced before Black people understand that the powerstructure plans to kill us all? How
many more members of the Black
Panther Party ••• which one of our
children will be murdered next
at the hands of the racist pigs?
Black people, we must understand
that the only way we are going
to stop the pigs from murdering
and brutalizing members of .the
Black community will be to
counter-attack every act of ag gression, by Wlicti~ a political
consequence on those who control
and kill us .

These unidentified pigs and, in
fact the entire fascist gover nment are guilty of crimes against
our oppressed communities. They
must be brought to justice by the
gunr, of the people.
The people find this foul racist
American government guilty of
the murder of little Danny Smith,
along with the pre-planned
der of Chairman Bobby Seale in
the electric chair, the railroading of the other members of the
Black Panther Party in partic ular and the Black oppressed
masses in general.
We will noc sit quietly by while
the pigs murder Bobby Seale or
any other member of our community; the pigs' day of doom is
already upon them.

Mama told us we all have to be
strong, I SJy right on, daddy.
I know how the pigs are treating
you, but I know you will be strong
We all miss you. We know that you
shouldn't be in the pig's jail you
should be out with the people.
We ' re working so we can free you
daddy. The people will free you.

The pigs have heightened the preached Mrs. Haskins whc 11 he
repressive actions against thepeo- hn:t out sne had a knife. By this
pla ::,f the Columbia Point Hous- tbne , Mrs. Haskens was at her
ing Project. On April 25, 1970, the house, but the pig was there, too.
Black Panther Party received a Mrs. Haskens said that she wasn't
call from Dorothy Haslcen, a wel- going to give him anythingbecause
fare mother from the National he didn't have a search warrant and
Welfare Rights Organization, say- she was going to put the lcnifebaclc
in6 th!lt she had just been beaten in her house where It came from:
by a ;nad dog policeman . So I went since he did not have a sear ch
to see what was happening out warrant. she told him to leave her
there. When I got to Mrs . Haskins' alone and get away from her door .
house, there we.e a lot of people When the pig realized that Mrs.
there from the community trying Haskens knew her constitutiona l
lo comfort her. I asked what had rights , he became very upset and
happened and this was the story: started into her home in a rage
About 2:30 Mrs. Haskin sent her of madness fighting her and beatchildren out to play with the other Ing her about the face, then the
chtldren in tn'e community. As chil- middle section of her body and
<k"en always play, a fight started ripping her clothes off of her
between Mrs. Hasken ' s 13year-old body. When Mrs. Haslcens' ?yeardaughter and an 18 year-old slster old son saw what was happe:iing
from the secondfloor. People from to his mother, he began to help
this building saw that this was11't a ~cr and the pig saw this and began
' play' fight and called for Mrs. to beat him by pushing him on the
Hasken who was sick in bed at the floor and plcklnghlrn up and throwtime. Mrs. Hasken got up to see Ing him on a table (breaking it).
what the trouble was, and went to
When the people from the combreak up the fight. TWo men came munity heard of all this harassup to her with jacks that you fix ment against Mrs. Haskens, they
a car with as if they were gol:ig then came in to help her. When
to beat her. Mrs . Has ken seeing pig Kenny saw this he then pulled
th is went to her house to get a out his GUN and pointed it at Mrs .
knJfe to protect herself from these Haskens' face and said that he
men. She did not know that as she would shoot her if the people didn't
went to her house, someone in the mind their own business. The other
community, thinking thattheywere pig (name and badge fl unknown)
doing the right thing , called the realized how mad this dog was and
pigs. When Mr s. Hasken got down- started to yell and pu ll him away
stairs from her house and saw the from Mrs. Haskens. When thepeopigs she didn't want to have any- pie started to move against this
thing to do wlth them because she mad dog, he then pointed his gun at
knew they weren't there to help the chil<k"en. Showing no concern
the people In the community. So for the lives and safety of t hechllshe got her children and started dren living lnthecommunityor reback up the stairs to her house. spect for the people • This ls how
Somcon.::- in..ist have told these two these two pigs made It out of the
pigs wltat had happened because it community. They then called the
ls said that Pig officer Kenny M.D.C. pig pen, which isonlydown
(badge #899), a fascist pig ap- the street, to complain about this

pig and his actions. They were told
that they couldn't do anythi ng about
it because it was out of their districe; and that theywould havetogo
to pig pen #11. So they did. Befor e
they got there,plgKennyhadcalled
into the pig at the desk saying that
he was going to press charges
against ~s. Haskens for assault
againsl an officer with a deadly
weapon. M:-s. Haskcns was told
that she would have to go to Dorc hester Court on Monday mor ning
t o place her complaint against him
because they couldn' t help her. And
she thinks that the onlyreasonwhy
t hings like this are beginning to
happen in the Columbia Point c..:>mmonii:f Is because the people there
are moving on the Community Cont:.ol ;)[ Pollce.l'fow,duetotheralsed
level of resistance that the people
have reached the pigs look for, actually search for reasons to come
into the Blackcommunitywithguns
drawn. The pigs in the streets have
been carrying on like themaddogs
that they are, but this will be
stopped. Point # 7 of the Black
Panther Party Ten Point Platform
and Program states: ''We want an
Immediate end to Police Brutality
and Murder of Black people. We
be lieve we can end police brutality by organizing sell-defense
groups that are dedicated to defending our Black community from
racis t ~Jtce ,)ppresslon and brutaUty. The second Amendment of
the ConstltutionoftheUni tedStates
gives a r ight to bear arms. We
therefore believe that all Black
people should bear arms. We
therefore believe that all Black
people should arm themselves for
self-defense.
ALL POWER TO TI-IE PEOPLE!
Diane Fauntler oy
Boston Chapter
Black Panther Party

BARBARA JONES, BLACK
WOMAN, RECEIVES CRUEL
and UNJUST PUNISHMENT

THE
PlG5 WHO MURDERED
Throughout the history of man,
DANNY SMITii MU5T ANSWER
TO A VERDICT OF GUILTY 1N governments have been set up,
fundamentally, as systems for the
THE PEOPLE'S COURT!
purpose of providing its people
with the basic necessities of land,
A LL POWER TO THE PEOPLE I
bread, housing, educatlon, clothing
and peace. Today in America,
which has boasted universally of
NCCF-DETIW!T
Justice and equality for all and
painted a picture of itself as a
land nowing with mUk and honey,
Black people 1n particular, and
poor people in general, are continually struggling for these basic necessities or life. In their
communities, unemployment , hunger, and lack of housing are common everyday problemswhichforces these exploited masses to live
in the nightmare of the American
dream,
Last month, Barbara Jones, a
Black woman in her early twenWe're very proud of you.
ties found herself in the sltuation
ALL POWER TO THE PEOPLE I of being out in the streets with
FREE ALL POLITICAL PRIS- her 9 month-old baby having no
ONERS!
Donna
place to go. The previous day,
April 9, she had returned from the
hospital to find a card from the
Power to the people I
Co1stable serving notice ot her
I am very proud of you. The eviction. The following morning,
people and the Black Panthers are which gave Barbara less than a
working hard to get you out of jail. day to prepare, the movers arI don't want the pigs to get you rived, took her furniture and placed
down, daddy . Little Randy, Teresa, it In storage . This act ls lndlclLouise, Lawana, Donna, and Mama tlve of the greedy, money-hungry
and me send our Jove, I hope that attitude of most landlords in the
Black community. Barbara had
pigs won't put any of the people in only missed one month's rent.
the elf"ctrk chair. I know you are However , the loss ot a few dollars
not guilty of anything other than had priority over a woman and a
child without shelter.
serving the people.
Barbara then called the A A A A,
Alliance, the company which had
FREE ALL POLITICAL
possession of her turnlture, to
PRISONERS/
find out the amount needed for lts
Love Debra
return. She was told that the pig-

LETTERS TO
A PRISONER Of
THE PIGS
Thes e letters were written by the
children of Bro. Randy Williams,
but no doubt they could be sent to
other thousands of daddies being
held in the concentration ca'mps
throughout Babylon, whose irrevocable crime was being men, and
r a is ing a youth seasoned with revolutionary education. Too many
Black daddies,
are prisoners
of the pigs:

COMMUNITY CONTROL
A NECESSITY

g1sh amount was $150.00. Contactlng her social worker, Barbara
explained her present state and
was told that she couldn1 t get any
assistance. This short spell of
amnesia was cured alter Barbara
gave him a short reminder on the
duties of social workers and the
purpose of the so-called welfare
system. Barbara got an apartment
and welfare gave her $15 for a
food order. She r ece1 ved no money
for necessities such as diapers
for the baby, sheets, blankets,
pots , pans,etc.--afterher $15 food
order which meant llving in an
an empty apartment with a meager $10 worth of food. Two weeks
passed before the storage company
received a check which meant that
Barbara and her baby, if lt were
not for the aid of her next door
neighbor, woUld have been forced
to 11 ve off of what we call in the
Black community, wish sandwiches
and air pudding.
Entering the third week the
furniture had not been delivered,
so the storage company was contacted to find out why no dellvery
haci been made. Over the telephone, in very nasty tones, the
storage owner informed Barbara
that the fUrniture would be delivered sooner or later. Taking
her neighbor along, for moral sup•
port, Barbara went down to
A A A A. Alliance in order to persuade this fool to deliver her
badly needed furniture as soon as
possible. According to the neighbor, on arriving they were met by
this fool. He took them to his office, described as having no lights
or windows, where he had two large
dogs, acting in the same manner
as their master , like depraved

beasts. When they demanded the
turnlture this mad dog maniac,
posing as a human being, started
pointing and shouting, telling them
to shut up. Seeing that it would be
useless to try to communicate and
fearing that one of the dogs might
attack the children, they left. Barbara then contacted her lawyer
who in turn contacted the storage
owner. Persisting in his conspiracy of madness he claimed
that he had been threatened by the
neighbor The lawyer advised her
not to return with Barbara when
she went to sign for her furniture
which was deUvered at the end of
the week. Even then ,some of her
possessions were not returned.
These events seem ridiculous in
a society that only a few weeks
earlier sent two more men to the
moon. When we check out the history of this country a clear understanding of this American society
can be gotten. A history which
started with the genocide of the
mis-named Indians, the enslavement and slaughter of Black people, bringing us on up to the present murders of people of color
in Vietnam, Cambodia, Latin
America and the continued murders of Blacks manifested 1n the
justifiable homicide of this law
and order state, can only end by
the masses of the people rising
up to smash this vicious monster.
We have the duty to ourselves and
to mankind In general for all peo.
ple to be able to 11 ve in peace
and happiness. The only solution
is revolution.
FREE THE PEOPLE!
Donna
Boston Chapter
Black Panther Party
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BOOTLICKERS
vs STUDENTS

BLACK PARADERS
ARRESTED IN DOVER
by Hal Collier--DNS Staff Writer
Dover-Police last night arrested
12

Black

youths

on Lookerman

Street and charged them with parading without a permit and causing
a public nuisance.

James E. Reed, one o! those arrested and an acknowledged sympathizer with the Black Panther
Party, referred to the arrests as
1 ' a po!Jtlcal fr.i.me-up In Dover to
do away with Blark youth who are
becoming aware."
In connection with the paradlng
charge, Recd said, ·'we planned our
march In support ot r1obby Scale's
trial weeks ago, but every time we
talked to Dover Pollce Chief w.
Lloyd Spence about securlng a permit, he refused''
11 Spence told us that if the permit

was connected with Panther activities, to forget it," said Heed.
Spence, however, said they never
made application for a permit.
11 As
!or the public nuisance
charge, Heed said,• 'the march was
peaceful, orderly and without incident." "Thal ls, until the police
brought out one of their dogs for
no reason."
Heed reported that one o! the
youths arrested was bitten by the
dog, but police said no medical
treatment was required.
SJ,ence said poltce went to Look-

erman Street when "some people
decided to walk down the middle
of the street chanting their Blackpower chant, that's all.''
He said the group had reached
New Street when pollce arrived
and did not know of any immediate
cause !or the youth's actions.
The march, Reed said, was conducted in support of today's Black
Panther trial in New Haven, Conn.
"Understand," Reed said, ' 1 our
group fully supports the Panther
Party, but we are not members.
We distribute llterature put out by
the Party.''
According to Chief Spence, then•
Is a city ordinance which prohibits
the sale of such literature. He said
copies or the ordinance, like any
other law, are available for reading in a number of places.
Reed claims that he's been to the
city police department and City
Hall several tlmes to see the ordinance. but charged that It must be
invisible.
11 We want to distribute the literature In the Black community
here to show the people how police
and government agencies are viciously prosecutlng the Black Panthe!' Party,' he said.
James S. Hobinson, another arrested shortly after 5 p m _, and Police Cpl, William R Biddle, rE'-

ported that a merchant on Lookerman Street watched the "parade"
while holding a shotgun, but their
accounts o! the merchant's actions
differed.
No shots were fl red.
Police arrested Reed, 21, Robinson, 22, JosephH_ Brown, 21, Floyd
J. Wells, 19, Leroy N Gibson, 21,
Tha.dPUS M Fullman, 22, all of
Dover, and five area juveniles.
Donald L. Brown, a 22-year-old
Chester. Pa., man was also arrested. Brown Identified himself to
police as an American Viscount.
All of those arrested were taken
to Mag1stratP Court No. 7 in small
groups and appeared before Magistrate Leonard E. Motely. The seven
adults were n"leased on •own recognizance' bond (signaturP),
Four of the juveniles were committed to the Stevenson Home In
J\lll!ord and the other was released
to hls parents. The five ranged In
age from 14 to 17.
Heed also races a charge In connection with the Sear' s warPhouse
lire last August. lie llnked that
charge with last night's arrest,
saying he's "been made a political
prisoner by local police.·•
reprint !rom DNS newspaper

FROM THE MASSES
TO THE MASSES

From eac;i ·1·1d every perso,1 according to their ability, to each
and every person according to their
needs.
\Ve need peopletoStaffourCommunity Centers. W<.• a,·~ i 1 ,iced of
Community Workers, people from
o~• Black comm . inides, to sell our
Bl:.lck Panther Black Community
New:; Service ,ind to do ~olitical
work in the communitie"-. \Ve arc
also in need of Cornm1inity News
Reporters to gather informati-J'l
fo:- the Black Pa,,ther Black Com-

munity News Service, report and

c -<tlO~~ fascist actions which go

d:.,w , 1~,;l~cted and unrepo;:-ted
daily. 'I11e Community lnform:ni,)n
Ce'lcers are off lees of the N:iti,vin!
C > nm!· ~.:><'S to Combat F,1~clsm,
whir-h is the org 111izing bUt·eau of
the Black Pa,llher Party.

The Comm,mity bformatlon
Centers ,1~·8 ~ituated In the heart
of our hl1ck communities, for we
are putting hlo peactice the theory,
collectively, from rhe masses to

the :n..i<:scs.
Th<,! Centers need :tli :yp1:: ,1l
fl:dlnlcal Equipment for Defe11se,
for l)flice \\'ork, for Fi1.111ci:lg.
for Transportation, for Health and
for First .\id.
See the listing i, this issue of
the 911:-k Panther Paper for yo;.ir
local
Commun! '.'J Information
Center, and ..1lso lhe local branch
office of the Black Panther Pa1·ty.
ALL P')WE.R T•J TI-ff' PEOPLE
FREE 11-IE PEOPLE

Point number five of our TenPoint Platform and Program Is:
''We want education that exposes
the true nature of this decadent
American society. We want an
education for our people that teaches us our true role and history
in present-day society.
At Castlemont High School in
East Oakland, an intolerable situation exists in the form of the
Principal, Verctease Carter, long
time bootlicker, lackey, Uncle
Tom, and enemy number one o!
the students, A brief history wlll
help us to understand why he and
other such jack-a-napes a replaced
in such strategic pos!Uons. Castlemont ls approximately 90% Black,
and in recent years has been rocked
by student rebellions. In 1966-67
a racist, senlle, alcoholic by the
name of George Cherry was principal and it was proven through
his staggering practice that hls
drunken concern for the students
was less than nil. After the students waged a very effective campaign of destruction, Cherry was
dethroned and his replacement,
Benjamin Hargrave, dldn' t last
long (more than Ukcly because
he was only an amate:1r at selling
students ouc · as compared to his
successor).
In 1969, the SUperlntendant of
Oakland Public Schools, Dr.
(Quack) stuart S Phillips, in desperation placed super-IackeyCarter in the vacated postlon, guided
by the premise that any Black
face would quell the turbulence.
The racist Oakland School Board
is responsible for this apolitical
buffoon being placed In a position
where his discretion plays a decisive role In determining the
curriculum and activities of
Black students.
In Hl69 the students boycotted
!or a relevant education, decent
and open fac111Ues, un-chalnlng of
the gates, and the removal of hired
pigs (Student Control Agents) Carter, being the sorry puppet he ls,

attempted to pacify the students
wtth an antiquated irrelevant
"Black Historv' · course (based on
cullurat-ancestral
myths and
Booker T . ) and Soul Food In the
cafeteria.
Carter has maintained his position, determined to llckboots!or
the racist Oakland School Goard;
In answer to the students' fair
and modest demands, he has increased the number of Student
Control Pigs, locked more exits
and entrances,and now will readlly
call the insane dogs of the Oaldand
Pig Department on any student HE
deems incorrigible.
The Black Student~ Union, which
was once very progressive, ls for
all practical purposes defunct
thanks to the incorrect guidance
o! 'campus Tom number two--the
elusive Mr. Julian (whose primary concern is how he can please
his supervisor--yes, Mr. Carter)
who will not accept anything-that is
out of the framework of publlc
school tradition. Armed with his
asinine Illogic, Jultan has succeeded In disintergrating a potentially tuncUonal organization
and ls tolerated by the few stUI
active members only because o!
some stupid school clause that
says In effect, that all school
organizations must have a teacher
as a sponsor (?).
Black students o! castlemont,
and educational institutions on au
levels throughout Babylon, beware
o! these niggers from the "old
school'', equipped with 11 old
school" Ideas masquerading as
"responsible leadership' for the
Black students As long as the Carters and Jultans are allowed to run
amuck,
educational Institutions
will maintain their status as programming stations for niggers.
ALL POWER TO THE PEOPLE!
East Oakland Community Center
Gregory Lewis
Black Panther Party

FOR CORRECT
INFORMATION
A couple or days ago, In one of mis-Information !or our own ends.
Boston's
many
"movement"
Using the hlstoryot Blacks as a
papers, It was stated that the New reference: In the early decades of
Haven Panthers were stressing this century, Whites attacked and
that non-violence be the order ot killed niggers every day. These
the day on May 1. This paper also were reported as "race riots",
went on to say that the Boston although it was niggers who did
Chapter was reluctant to go along all the dying. What would have
with a non-violent rally, and that we been the etfect if they had been
hesitated to organlze!orone. Well, reported as massacres which in
I don't know where these fools are !act they were. In the latter part
getting their information but from or the 60' s nation-wide rebelltons
the extent of Its inaccuracy, it were reported -as "riots", creatsounds like it came from the fas- ing the Impression of barbarism
cists' Stars and Stripes. Anyone and anarchy running rampant in
who knows anything about the the countr)'. To have reported them
structure and leadership of the as rebellions would have been to
Black Panther Party should know admit that niggers had a legitimate
that there is no Ideological gap right to ace as we did.
between any of the branches or
And now niggers are beginning to
chapters whether it be locally, understand how the news media
nationally, or internationally. We and the fascist pigs are bound up
have one primary objective in tight in a jive conspiracy to shoot
mind, and that's the total liberation a super lead game of oppression,
of Black people In particular and repression and aggression on the
everybody else in general. So that peace-loving people of America,
when a so-called "radical paper·• especially the Afro-.\merican,and
comes out with some garbage like unless these pigs stop their bruthat then they were put In the same tal acts perpetuated upon us, we
category as the racist fascist Re- wlll launch every ballistic misslle
cord American, BostonGlobe,New these pigs have got. And we can
York Times, etc. (the government do it, jack, because a couple o! b3d
controlled media) .
niggers armed with the teachings
The only kind of result that can of Huey P Newton and going on
come from relying on the mass the historical experiences of Black
media Is negative because the people In
Babylon can strike
American press is not free be- blow after fatal .blow to these incause It accepts the ldeologyofthe sane pigs, and turn disorder into
government and the system. It order We say this is not a bad
does not editorialize against cap- thing, but a good thing because the
italism, imperialism, or take a Black Panther Party is the people's
staunch stand against racism. It Party and we are prlmarlly Indoes not question the practice of terested In fnelng man.
these pigs; It merPly suggests var- " ... Well, information Is the raw
ious means by which the pigs may material for new ideas. U we get
prevail. Because the news media misinformation, we get some brand
is government controlled, Its re- new funny Ideas. And that's the
portage o! protest and resistance basic problem, that we have to
activities, organizations and is- create images and machinery.
sues reflect their bias. It reports " . We have to develop people, who,
In such a manner that the report when they talk or when they write,
itself becomes a weapon to be used people can have some trust in
by the pigs to stifle pro- rPvowhat they say."
luttonary activity and muster Udrldge Cleaver
reactionary support for the fas- Minister of Information
cists,
Black Panther Party
Twenty-four hours a day, the
pig news media tsshaplngoplnions
and attltudt.s In this country. we Wayne
cannot and must not use our ene- Boston Chapter
mies' means o! communicating Black Panther Party
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Exposing fascist
methods of investigation
should be made to fee l that he
"owes it" to hlmsell, his family,
the victim, or even the subject
to give whatever tnrormatloo be
may possess.
11. Approaches.
With difficult witnesses such as
those who dislike law enforcement
outcers or wbO fear retaliation a
direct quesUonlng may be necessary.
A. Complainant. The investigator should appear to tx: sympathetic with the complainant by expressing his Interest in the case
and assuring the complainant of h1s
gratlllcatlon by the report of the
offense.
B. Persons "Complained of."
This
prellmlnary questioning
should be Impartial and probing.
C. Informants. The informant
should be nattered. Praise-worthy
motives should be attributed to
his action, such as Hduty to
society" and "assisting law and
order." The Informant should be
permitted to talk free ly and fully.
He should be questioned for details.
D
Victims. The investigator
should be sympathetic and listen
to the complete story, permitting
the victim to offer OPINIONS.
12. Evaluation.
During the Interview, the lnvestigator wlll be forming a Judgement of the crediblllty of hJs witness.
A
Physical
Mannerisms.

Nervousness, evasive facial expressions, embarrassment at certain questions, perspi ration, and
similar signs wlll give some indication or the trustworthiness of
the person.
B.
Frankness. The person
should be tested with questions,
the answers to which the Investigator already knows.
c. Emotional State. Partial
guilt can be detected by unwarranted indJgnaUon or excessive protest. Spite, Jealousy, and prejudice can be easily detected.
D Content of Statement. Discrepancies
and misrepresentations can be detected by comparing the information with the
known facts.
In conclusion to thJs article
It can be seen how Important U
ls to guard against friendly actIng strangers who may be after
various forms of information to
convict your own people who are
actually your frlends in contrast
to the pig police enemy who is
constantly finding ways to wipe us
out. Silence ts one of the most
effectl ve weapons we can use
against these blood sucking dogs
thatinvadeour communltles.
DARE TO STRUGGLE-DARE TO
WIN

Bennie Harris
San Francisco, Branch

Black Panther Party

FLORIDA------JAKE RENOLDS
MURDERED
MARCH 26, 1970
(Experience related to Jersey
City Black Community information Center--by a member of
Jake Walker Renolds' family.)

the body but would also have to
view it on closed circuit T. V.
Jake's personal
property was
confiscated. The pigs cried co
give the family a jacket that they
Jake Walker Renolds was mur- said Jake had on, but Jake's
dered on March 26, 1970, at 12:15 father had never seen this jacket
a.m. in Homestead, Florida , in
and refused to take it,
The next day a departmental
Dade County. Jake was murdered
by night-riders, dressed in hearing was held by the pig deblue--armed with a gun and hid- partment and the pig ' s verdict
ing behind a S;x,inted star--sym- was one that Black people have
bolic of the terrorist arm of the heard for over 300 years whenever racists commit acts of genpig power structure.
Jake, returning from a h,mting ocide upon us--"justifiable homtrip, was placing his shotgun in icide". These scurvy terrorists
the trunk of his car, when out of lied and said that Jake was shot
the gutter came racist pigs only twice. Jake's father and the
ready to kill. Jake was told to whole
Black
community of
drop his gun and he did. When Homestead wants to know, il
the gun hit the ground it went Jake· was shot twice, and if it
off accldently. The pigs, aggres- was justifiable homicide, and if
s ive by nature and lacking the the pigs aPe telling the truth and
inte lligence co conduct an inves - have nothing to hide, why all the
tigation, shot Jake twice; then
secrecy? The answer to this
while he was lying on the ground question is clear. J ake was murhelpless and bleeding, these pigs dered, his body mutilated, Jake's
pumped IO more rounds into his family was lied toandthe pigs are
body. People from the commun- · guilty.
ity s tated chat the pig chat had
Black people will no longer aldirected this cold-blooded mur- low these acts of terrorism to be
der had a personal grudge perpetrated against us. The ra.igainst Jake, stemming from past
cist dog policeman must withdraw
years' relationship. Now in 1970 immediately from the black comthis degenerate, backed by the munity, cease his wanton tor'Ia w and order' theory and ture, brutality and murder of
armed with a gun , felt that he had Black people, or face the wrath
the authority--the right--co mur- of the armed people .
der another human being because
of his own personal ctishke.
ALL POWER TO TiiE PEOPLE!
When J .ike's father went to FREE HUEY
claim his body, he was denied en- FREE BOBOY
try and was told that he could FREE ALL POLITICALL PRISview the body only on closed cir- ONERS
cuit T.V. A doctor called in by
the family co examine t he body Jersey City Black Community Inwas told he could not examine formation center

Hu~1 u·ou!c! s~1•, "ct uewspaper zs the voice

~f ct

pctr(1', the voice of the Pcmther mm t be
throughout the lm1d."

hectrd

TI•~ line dividing 1herr otres~lvepeople

from

thil!'

m"chinE'ry or oppreulon Is ever

"'ld,.,ninit .a~ the peopk b~ln to r e.il\1e
(ha1 1~re can no longer ~

J

mlcUle or

the r oad position "·lth reg.irds 10 freedom
for tlie people of the world; oo....ever, it
hJs on!) be<.-n withm the p.iSI lour years
!hat the amenU,t,;:,.n peopk' have shed
thtl~ rose-C'Olorcd ,1.iues and p.itrlotlc
b h ndiers 10 face 1he r e.llll) of •ii.it 1helr
cr>\lntry WJS do ing 10 the world s popu·
l,ulon.
\\'11h
the re.ilrulion of the
.inu~rlld,K.in roll! came 1he do-.er ex1:ninJ.lion of all the things Ulat h.ldre.11ly
0

never

bet·n

(llll'Stioned

before •••• rhe

•arnerU,1,,1,,an ,JreJm •. tl•l' foreign pollc),
llu:, 1rNunen1 of minority peoples wllhln
this society. 1he re.I r o ll! ol the"police•
and the press.

W ~ found we as citizens
of this country were being

Jli\' J967--!'>Unl$1er of Uefense, lllC} I'. l\,-v.1on (r~ht) .ind
ChJlrru an, Uobby SCJ!e (left). n,adlll)' an e.irli edition of ll.P.I'.
News1Mpcr at 1he home of lldrh\:e UeJ1•er, Mlnl~1er of lnformJUon U.1'.P.

kept duped by the govern-

pru,,~ct• stories presented

ment and kept misinformed
by the mass media .

in ·he mass media and the
pn... :u::t of an effort to
pre-sent the facts
not
stories as dicta~ed by the
oppressor, but as seen
from the other end of a gun.

In an effori to give th e f11ets to the people. the so-<:aUed •u nder ground press•
deve loped wnh VJr l ous i;roups senlng up
newsp.iper- and mJg,17lnes wl!hdiHerlng
emr,hnls.

The Black Panther Parry
Black Community
News
Service was created to
present
factual, reliable
information to the people.

ALL
TO

POWER

THE PFOPLE!

SEIZE THE TIME!

•Al

The Olack l'Jnlhn· l'•ny hJs \,e(•n org.inlzed to serve the needs of the people of fl~ Black <'Ommunh1· .ind 10
educJ1e •nd pol11ic17.e the mJSSCS of
13\Jck people, bu1 1he fll-ock P.inther
l'Jrly re,1]b.es thJl rJc\sm CJn on l1
t,,., ellmlnated b) so ll dJrhy ,1mo11g oppressed people and lhe cd,cJ!lng of
J!l the people. It is the news and
problems of B!Jck ,ind oppressed people In JnJCrii,.; t,:;.: a thJt uc de.11th wilh
ln the 131Jck !'anther P,1r1y .!long wlth
JnternJtional newS.

The Black Panther Party
Black
Community News
Serv ice is the alternative
to
the 'government ap-

.::n1ermysubscfll)l1onto,(ctle<:kbox)

Malcolm!
the Razor!
the Beacon!
the Spearheadt
speaks no morel
no more
can he tell us what
we knewcan he tell us what
to doOur prayer to him,
can best be sent,
can most eloquently be delivered,
can be heard the clearest,
by the clouds of smoke,
rising, sent to him,
by the burni:-ig of the White House II
mumia/bpp

...,,"

,
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0

S2SO

(PleitSE!P"nt)

ADDRESS

STATE/ZIP I
'1.IASt: 111!.Al l CHIC•

Oll~EYo•ou ,o

A PRAYER TO
EL HAJJ MALIK
How have we done, Malcolm?
were we worthy,
Malcolm 7
Did we do wisely,
Malcolm ?
Did we do right ,
Malcolm ?
as a child offers
a rush of questio,,s to an uncle
or a father,
knowing the answers.
yet checking.
Checking this father.
Checking ourselves.
But this father cannot answer,
and he speaks only on
cold plastic,
or the poet's page.

Not - I

s...........lMONTttS (13 ISSU~Sl .

COUNTRY
MINISTIY Of INf OR MATION, IUCl l'A!Uffll P.UTI,
•IH2967,t11to•Ho1H,SHflHchu,CA'412i

Letter
from
a POW ...

RAILROADED
To My Beloved Comrades:
I am wrltlng you this with the
spirit of the revolution at heart.
I wish to exPress my love to my
comrades who are out there in
the streets of Babylon showing the
people the way to liberation, and
the correct way to deal wlth this
pig and this imperialistic power
structure.
The community centers with the
Free Breakfast Program are going
good. But I feel that Its about time
for us to open more Free Medical,
Care Centers for the people. This
wlll be one of the main things I
wlll be trying to do when I get
out of this pig's house. You see,
I am looking at the Medical Center the pigs have out in Watts.
You dig, we know that the pigs
are using this center to fool the
people, to practice genocide on
our peop).f. So this must be stopped now. Because or the spirit
of the people, this shall be done.
I would like to be able to sell
newspapers and feed breakfast to
children and other things and singing my songs; "I am a revolutionary, I am a revolutionary!" But
days are gettlng short and my time
Is getting near to be with the people
whom I love.
But wblle in this pig pen, there ls
something that must be exposed to
the nnsses of the people. This is
about the young brothers (juveniles) here. They treat them as
bad or worsethansomeoftheolder
inmates here. The young brothers
are locked up 24 hours a day ln a
little cell, seven feet long and six
feet wide. The pigs are always putting one or two of the brothers In

the hole and giving them bread and
mllk. The pig calls this punishment. One beautUUl brother told me
that 11 that atn1 t gonna stop them
now", because they understand
what ls going on and what must be
done. If you could only talk to
these brothers and see how beautiful they are. They' re studying
the Ten Point Platform and Program now. One brother told me
today, "you know Huey was right,
only by the gun have the Black
people been denied their freedom.''
So in order to 11 get rid of the gun
we must pick up the gun." I said
right on. The other said, "All
Power to the People and Off all
Pigs!" We are havlngP.E. classes
whenever we can. The pigs are
trying to stop our classes, but I
write things down and give it to
the brothers and they have two of
the Party papers to study from
and ask questlons. The brothers
learn fast and that's good.
The food
looks like slop. So
what I do Is I just eat the fruits,
candy and peanuts because I just
cannot eat this mess they call food.
I
remember when I was in
Louisiana, I used to feed my pigs
food that looked like this slop they
give the inmates here.
I will end with the spirit or the
people at heart and by saying," All
Power to the People, I am a revo~
lutionary and I love all oppressert
people."
ALL POWER TO THE PEOPLE!
The Duck (George Young, LA 18)
Southern California Chapter
Black Panther Party
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BLACK PANTHER
PARTY LIST OF ALL
RECOGNIZED
CHAPTERS,
BRANCHES
AND N.C.C.F .S
~
Natlonal Hdqs.
Ministry of Information
3106 Shattuck A venue

Berkeley, ca. 947Q5
omce: (415) 845-0103
Ministry:
848-6705
(Bay Area)

san Francisco
National Distribution

1336 Fillmore street
San Francisco, ca. 94115
Offlce : (415) 922-0095
Dlstri
922-6322

Community Centers

2777 Pine street

San Francisco, Ca.
(415) 346-4013
135 Klska, Apt 304

San Francisco, ca.
(415) 822-8471
Oakland
Community Centers

1321 99th Avenue
E, Oakland, Ca.
(415) 636- 0944

New York
Ministry of Information
East Coast
1370 Boston Road
Bronx, N. Y 11212
(212) 328-9911
Harlem Branch
2026 Seventh Avenue
New York, N.Y
(212) 864-8951
666-3603
Brooklyn Branch
180 SUtter Avenue
Brooklyn, N Y
(212) 342-2791
458-7538
Community Centers
45-B East 3rd Street
Mt, Vernon, N. Y. 10550
(914) 664-9468
Corona
101-16 Northern Blvd.
(212) 779-0550
0551
0552
Jamacla
E. Coast Distr100llon
108-60 New York Blvd.
(212) 523-9866
Philadelphia
1928 W. Columbia Ave.
Philadelphia, Pa. 19121
(215) CE 6-3358
Community Center
2935 Columbia Ave.
PhUadeiphia, Pa.
(215) 236-3351
Richmond
520 Bissell street
Richmond, Ca. 94801
(415) 237-6305
Seattle
173 20th Ave.
Seattle, Washington
(206) 324-8818
NCCF's

1690 Tenth Street
W. Oakland, Ca.
(415) 465-7089
Boston

23 Winthrop Street
Roxbury, Mass.
Audrea Jones

(617) 427-9693
442-0100

Atlantic City Comm Center
375 N Massachusetts Ave.
Atlantlc City, N.J
(609) 345-6361
Steve Greshem
Cleveland
4096 E. 139th street
Cleveland, Ohio

or
Chicago

2734 Hampshire #302
Cleveland, Ohio
(216) 781-3076
795-6394
Earnest Watts

Denver
3125 Franklin

Detroit
2219 Indlandale
Detroit, Mich. 48238
{313) 868-9836
Malik

2350 w. Madison
Chicago, Ill. 60612
Bob Rush
(312) 243-8276

Denver, Colo.
(303) 222-5436
Community Center
932 E . 25th street
Denver, Colo. 80205
{303) 534-4010
Indiannapolis
ll3 w. 30th Street
Indlannapolis, Ind.
O!flce (317) 925-4157
Jersey City
384 Pacific Avenue
Jersey City, N.J. 07304
(201) 432-3725
Kansas City
DISBANDED
Los Angeles
2043 Stockwell Street
Los Angeles, Ca.
(213) 635-2586
Watts Office
1810 E 103rd
Los Angeles, ca.
(213) 563-2728

Mflwaukee
1137 North 13th street
Milwaukee, Wisc.
(414) 374-5481
Raymond Owen
Hm: (414) 933-5730
New Brunswick Com . Center
7 Church Street
New Brunswick, N J.
(201) 242-3823
Raleigh House
2161 Parker street
Omaha, Nebraska 68111
(402) 242-3823
Portland
3619 N. E. Union
Portland, Oregon 97211
(503) 284-4812
Cleveland, Miss.
1441 Aloe street
Cleveland, Miss.
(601) 843-5601
Issac Shorter

Walter 11 Toure11 Pope Community . Washington DC
center
2327 18th Street N. w.
1511 E. 153 St.
Washington, D c. 20009
Compton, L.A
(202) 265-4418
774-5733
4419
Watts com mun tty center
2136 E. 113th Street
564-2728
N.C.C.F, Center
334 W. 55th St.
759-4518
L.A
New Haven
35 Sylvan Avenue
New Haven, Conn. 06519
(203) 562-7463
562-8557

PEOPLE'S ANTIDOTE
FOR TEAR GAS

Winston Salem
1225 E 18th Street #5
Winston Salem,
North Carolina
(919) 725-7026
RT. Greer
Baltimore, M D
1202 N. Gay street 21213
(301) 342-8536
Dover, Deleware
239 West street 19901
(302) 734-5285
James Reed

(Correction from last week's issue)
Recipe is as follows for a quart of tear gas
relief: Mix 8 - 10 eggs with one cup of water
add a tablespoon of baking soda, Beat very well,
This mixture should be spread on the face as
well as other exposed areas of the body.
Vinegar in a handkerchief, is an effective - - - - - - - - agent to breathe through, but vinegar should
not be spread on the face.
The vinegar-soaked handkerchief and the egg
mixture should, together, make an effective
anti-tear gas team,

OCEANSIDE MDM
ATTACKED.
ONE WOUNDED

--reprint from Liberation
News Service

POCKET LA WYER OF
LEGAL FIRST AID
This pocket lawyer is provided as a 'means of keeping biock
people up to date on their rights. We ore always the first to be
arrested and the racist police forces ore constantly trying to pre•
tend that rights are extended equally to all people. Cut this out,
brothers and sisters, and carry it with you. Until we arm ourselves
to righteously toke core of our own, the pocket lawyer is what's
happening.
1. If you are stopped and/or arrested by the police, you may re•
main silent; you do not have to answer any questions about al•
leged crimes, you should provide your name and addre~s only if
requested (although it is not absolutely dear that you must do so.)
But then do so, and at ull time remember the fifth amendment.
2. If a police officer is not in uniform, ask him to show his identification. He has no authority over you'unless he properly identifies himself. Beware of persons posing as police officers. Always
get his badge number and his name.
3. Police have no right to search your car or your home unless
they hove a search warrant, probable cause or your consent. They
may conduct no exploratory search, that is, one for evidence of
crime generally or for evidence of a crime unconnected with the
one you are being questioned about. (Thus. a stop for an auto
violation does not give the right to search the auto.) You are not
required to consent to o search; therefore, you should not consent
and should state clearly and unequivocally that you do not consent,
in front of witnesses if possible. If you do not consent, the police
will have the burden in court of showing probably cause. Arrest
may be corrected later.
4. You may not resist arrest forcibly or by going limp, even if you
are innocent. To do so is a separate crime of which you can be convicted even if you are acquitted of the original charge. Do not resist arrest under any circumstances.
5. If you are stopped and/or arrested, the police may search you
by patting you on the outside of your clothing. You can be stripped
of your personal possessions. Do not carry anything that includes
the name of your employer or friends.
7. Do not engage in "friendly" conversation with officers on the
way to or at the station Once you are arrested, there is little likelihood that anything you say will get you released.
8. As soon as you hav.- been booked, you have the right to complete at least two phone calls-one to a relative, friend or attorney,
the otl}er to a bail bondsman. If you can, call the Black Panther
Party, 845-0103 (845-0104), and the Party will post bail if possible
9. You must be allowed to hire and see on attorney immediately.
10. You do not have to give any statement to the police, nor do
you have to sign any statement you might give them, and therefore
you should not sign anything. Take the Fifth and Fourteenth
Amendment\, because you cannot be forced to testify against
yourself.
11. You must be allowed to post boil in most cases, but you must
be able to pay the bail bondsmen's fee. If you cannot pay the fee,
you may ask the judge to release you from custody without boil or
to lower your boil, but he does not have to do so.
12. The po-lice must bring you into court or release you within 48
hours ofter your arrest (unless the time ends on a week-end or o
holiday, and they must bring you befLre a judge the first day cour1
is in session.)
13. If you do not have the money to hire an attorney, immediately ask the police to get you on attorney without charge.
14. If you have the money to hire a private attorney, but do no,
know of one, coll the National Lawyers' Guild or the Alameda
County Bar Association (or the Bar Association of ydur county) and
furnish you with the name of an attorney who practices criminal

laW.~

Oceanside, Cal. (LNS)--A little
after midnight on April 29 about 25
actl ve duty Marines from Camp
Pendleton and clvllian GI organizers were gathered ln the stall
house of the Movement for a Democratic Military (MOM) 1n Ocean-

=~~!;:::::~~: :C!::~

meetings that hadbeenheldearller
that evening.
At about 12:00, night raiders directed a long burst of automatic
weapons fire from a passing carat
the house. Inside, people hit the
fioor, scrambling to defense positions. When the shooting was over,
Pfc. Jesse Woodard (ShanU) was
lying wounded hit by a 45 caliber
bullet.
Most of the other marines bad
already left andthosepresentwere
elther on the clvtllanstattoronthe
central committee of MOM.
The reason for the attack ts not
dlfiicuJt to find. In Its five months
of existence, MDMhasattaCkedthe
military more and more strongly
at Us weakest point: its cannon
fodder, Its common soldier.
MOM was formed 1n November
by Marines from Camp Pendleton
and sailors from the san Diego Naval complex. lt bas since spread to
military bases all over California.
In the preamble to Its demands
MDM states " ... we are dedicated
to using every means at our disposal to bring about a prompt end
to the war in Vietnam, the exploitation of our brothers and sisters
abroad, and the represston--both
physical and ecomonlc--of those In
our own land. We feel that by remalnlng silent, the serviceman bas
contributed to the denial or this
deeP- founded right of himself and
of people everywhere to live free
from intimidation and oppression.
We have beensllentforalongtlme_
We will be silent no longer."
Through its paper, Attitude
Check, MOM reaches about 8,000
Marines all over the country.
MOM has not gone unnoticed by
the ptg. All over Camp Pendleton
daily harangues by lifers and off'lcers tell of the evils of II MDM
Communism' . Every MOM outcer
ls under Court martial charges for
such offenses as being three minutes AWOL and for dlstrlOOtion of
Attitude Cheek.
Its omces, like those of almost
all the GI organizing projects, have
been subject toalmostconslantpollce and terrorist surveillance and
harassment. The most recent
shooting incident ranks with the
bombing of the coffeehouse at Fort
Dix as one of the most extreme incidents 1n the long tine or busts,
raids, and threats that have been
used to try to intimidate the GI
movement.
MOM has decided not to be
scared oil by gun-toting rightists.
It has called for a rally In Oceanside to protest the shooting and to
step up its organizing efforts on the
base to counteract the fear and to
build on the anger created by the
shooting of one of MDM' s best
speakers.
Nationwide military demonstrations will lake place during nine
days in May culminating on May
16 (Armed Forces Day) when
civilians and Gr s from all over
Southern California will converge
/
on Oceanside to celebrate People's
Armed Forces Day.

---- - - ~-..--~--~--
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3. Wt• want an end to the robbery by the CAPITALIST of our 81.,.k

l'ommunih .

~

I
~

and two mules "·a.s promised 100 years ago as restitution for slave fabor
and mass murder of black people. We will accept the payment in currency

.

which will be dJStributed to our many communities. The Germans are now

~, What We Want
''~What We Be11·eve
~

I, ~Z~888888~~~~8S~~gg~~Z~8888BS~~z~
I
~

~ ~~~~::~:~~~::~~~~~~~~

I
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a1drng the Jews rn [srael for the genocide of the Jewish people. The Germans murdered six million lews. The American racist has taken part in
the slaughter of over fifly million black people; therefore. we feel that this

isamodestdemandthatwemake.
4. We want de<:ent housing. nt for shelter of human beings.

I
,

~

,

~

I
.,

We _believe that ir the white landlords will not give decent housing to
our black community. then the housing and the land should be made into
cooperatives so that our community, with government aid, can build and
make decent housing for its people.

~

s. We want education for our people that exposes the true nature of this

'1,

We believe in an educational system that will give to our people a knowl~
edge of self. If a man does not have knowledge of himself and his position
in society and the world, then he has little chance .to relate to anything

'

decadent American society. We want education that teaches us our true
history and our role In the present-day society.

else.

6. We want all black men to be exempt from mllllary service.

We believe that Black people. should not be forced to fight in the milltary service to defend a racist government that does not protect us. We
will not fight and kill other people of color in the world who, like black
people, are being victimized by the white racist government of America.

I\
I
I
,
~

.

We believe that this racist government has robbed us and now we are
demanding the overdue debt of~ forty acres and two mules. Forty acres

Bl ac k p an th er p ar fy
Platform and Progra m

~
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I
,
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We will protect ourselves from the force and violence of the racist police
and the racist military, by whatever means necessary.

MS?9S?99Q
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7. We want an Immediate end to POLICE BRUTALITY and MURDER

~

or::,::.::•~• can end police brutality in our black community by or-

,~

~ MMMM

,al\&&&SISIW

ganizing black self-defense groups that are dedicated to defending our

/SM&'&SISISIS<'S/S

Amendment to the Constitution of the United States gives a right to bear
arms. We thet-efore believe that all black people should arm themselves

/1/'&'&SIS/SIS<",/

'

black community from racist police oppression and brutality. The Second

M«xX»~

for self-defense.
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We believe that all black p·eople should be released from the many
jails and prisons because th""y have not received a fair and impartial trial.
9. We want all black people when brought to trial to be tried in court by
a jury of their peer group or 'people from their black communities, as

I
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defined by the Constitution' or the United States.
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/111ev P . .'V,, ,0011 Minister of Defense
·
Black P,1111her Parl_l'

1. Wt> want freedom. We want power to determinf' th e de sti ny of our
Rlark Community.

~

We l>eheve that black people '' 111 not be free until \\e are able to determme our destm~

'
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8. We want freedom for all black men held in federal, state, county

~~~~~~~~ -~~-~

~,

2 \\t• "ant full emplo,ml·nt for our people

\\'c bt•ht'H' th.it tht· ft•dt•1al goH•1nmcnt 1s 1csµons1hlc and obligated to
l'lllplo\llll'lll 01 ,I ~'d,11,llllt.•t·cl IIH:Ollle We believe that If

g'.I\C C\l'I\ lll,lll

.

~ thL• \\llllt.• ..\llll'llt,lll hu:-.1m•ssmt.•n \\Ill not gl\t.' full c..•mplo,ment then the
means of p1odt1(l10n should ht· t,1kt•n l10m the husmt•ssmcn and plated m

he lOllllllUllll\ so th.it the j)l'Oplt.• ol !ht• (OllllllUllll~ (311
plo\ ,Ill of 11:-. pcoplt• .111<1 gn t• ,1 !ugh sl,1ncl,11 cl of II, mg
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and em•
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We believe that the courts should follow the United States Constitution
.;o that black people will receive fair trials. The 14th Amendment of the
U.S. Constitution gives a man cl right to be tried by his peer group. A peer
is a person from a similar economic, social. religious, geographical, environmental, historical and raciaJ background. To do this the court will be
forced to select a jury from the black community from which the black
defendant came. We have been, and are being tried by all-white juries
that have no understanding of the "average reasoning r.,an ·~ of the black
community.

10. We want land, bread, housing, education, clothing, justice and peace.
And as our major political objective, a United Nations-supervised pleblscite to be held throughout the black colony In which only blatk colonial
subjects will ht, allowed to participate, for the purpose or determining the
will or black people as to their national destiny.
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When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one

people to dissolve the political bands which have connected them with
another, and to assume, among the powers of the earth, the separate and
equal station to which the laws of nature and natunfs God entitle them,·a
-decent resptct to the opinions·of mankind requires that they should declare
the cau::;es which impel them to the separation.
We hold these truthS to be self-evident, that all men are created equal;
that they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable rights;
that among these are life. liberty. and the pursuit of happiness. That, to
~ecure these rights, governments are instituted among men, deriving their
tust powers from the consent of the governed; that, whenever any form of
government becomes destructive of these ends, it is the right of the people
to alter or to abolish it, and to institute a new government, laying its
foundation on such principles. and organizing its powers in such form, as
to them shall seem most likely to effect their safety 3nd happiness. Pruclentc. indeed . will dictate that governments long established should not
he changed for light and transient causes; and. accordingly, all experience
hath shm, n that mankmct are more disposed to suffer, while evils are
suffcrablc than to 11ght themselves by abohshmg the forms to wluch they
a1c at:cw,tomc<I But. nhen a long tram of abuses and usurpations. pursmng m,a1 iabl) the same object. evinces a design to reduce them under absolute dl·spot1sm, it Is their right. it is their duty, to throw off such government. and to prcnide new guards for their future security
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ProdlKtion

JOHNSEAU

EH'r) utl·mlwr of the 81 .A(."K PANTHER l-'ART\' throughout lhi'>
t·ountr) nf r.ad'>I Amcrka mm,t ahidl· h) the,1.· rule, a, functional m,·m•
bl·r. of thi'> part). <.: ENTRAL (."OMl\-111,·t:t,: nu·mhcr,. (."ENTRAL
STAt-·..-s, and LOCAL STA..-..-s. including all captain, ,uhurdinah• tu
cilher nalional, ,tak, and lornl l,•adl·r.hip of lln· Bl.Al." K PANTHER
PARTY will ,·nforn· lhc,e rult-,. Length of ,u,pt·u,ion or other di,ciplinar) at·tion m•cl',1,llr) for ,iulation of the,l' rull·, will dl·pcnd on
naliunal dl'di,iom, h, national , ,t:.le ur ,t:.ll' arl'a, and local ,·ummille,·,
:.nd ,taff,- whl'rt' ,aid rule or rule, of th,· BLACK PANTHER PARTY
WERE VIOLATED.
E,u) mcmbl·r of tht• part) mui,I kno~· tht·w wrhatum h) hearl.
And appl)' lhem dail), Each m,·mbl·r mui,t n-port an} ,iolatiun oflhl',l'
rult•, lo thdr l,•adt•r..hip or lhl') arc 1.·ounkr-n·,olutionar} and arc al,o
,uhjc,.l'lcd to ,u,opt.•11,inn h) tlw BLA<.' K PANTHER P,\RTY.

'l"JU: RULES ARE:
I. No part} menibcr t·an ha,c nart'otit-.. or Wl'l'd in hi, po,i,l•,,-ion
whill' doinj! party work.
2. An., purty mt•mht-r found ,hoolin,: 11ar1.·oti1.-.. will ht• l'~pdlcd from
thi,o part},
3. No part} nu·mbl·r t·an bl• DRUNK wbik dninj! dail., part) work.
.&. No part) mt·mbl•r will , ·iolak rulc,- rl'latin,: to offin• work. J!l'lll'r.11
nK•t'linJ!-, of th,· BLACK PANTHER PARTY. and rnt'l'linJ!-, of tlu·
BLACK PANTHER PARTY ANYWHERE.
S. No part} mcml)l'r will USt-:, l-'OINT. or FIRE a wt'apon of an}
kind Utull'l'l',,-;Jril) or at'l·idcntall} al anyom·.
6. No part} ml'mbl·r can join any otht·r arm} fort·c othl•r than tlu•
BLACK LIBERATION ARMY.
7. No part} mcmhl·r l'an ha,c a weapon in hi, po,"'l''"'inn while
l>RUNK or loaded off nan>olit-.. or ~ct•d.
8. No parl} ml'mhn will t·onunil an} crimc, a)!ain,t othl·r pa'rl)
ml'mbt•r. or BLACK pt.·oplc at all. and t·annol ,tcal nr takt' from thl'
pcoplt•, not l'\l'll a nct•dll· or a pit'n- of thread.
•
IJ. Whcn arrl',tcd RLA<.·K PANTHER Ml-:MBf.'. RS will l!i,l' onl}
naml', addn•,i,, and \\ill ,il!II nothinJ!. L.·)!al fir.I aid mu,t bl• undcr.lood
b) all Part) ml'mhcr..
10. Th,• T,•n Point Pruj!r.1n1 and plalform of tht• BLACK PANTHER
PARTY mui,t hl' known and umll'r.tood h) l'at·h l-'art} member.
11. Parh Communication,o mu,t bl• National and Lu,·al.
12. Th,: J0.10-IO-prnj!ram ,lac)Uld he known h\ all memhcr. and
al,o undl'r.lnod h) all memhl•r..
·
13. All ..-in.1111.·t• offit·cr. will opt-rJk unda th,• juri-.dit'tion of tin·
Mini,tr) or 1-'inant·t•,
I,&, •:at·h l)l'r.on will ,uhmil a report of daih work.
15. l'.;ad1 Suh-St•l·iion l,t•mh•r St•clion i ,t•mh•r, l,it•11h-11:111t, anti
C1))tai11 mu,t -.uhmit Dail}· _n•porh or work .
16. All Panll1t•r. mmt lt•arn to opt•rJk and ,cnil'l' wt•aponi, t·urn•t·tl.,,
17. All l.l•adcr-hip lk'r,onnd who l'Xpt.•I a memlk•r 11111,-1 ,uhmil lhi,
information to lhl' f.:rlitor of th,· Nc~,papt•r, "' that it \\ill bl· pohli,bt·d
in lht• papt•r aml will hl' known h} all t'haph'r. and hrandll',,
IH. Pulilil·al Ethtt·atiun (.'la"l'' an• mandatur) for J!l'lll'r.ll nu•mlwr,hip.
19. 0111) oflin lk'r"'>Olllll'I a,,-i)!lll'd lo n·,pt.'l'liH· ollin, t·ad1 da)
,hould lk' thcr,•, All other. an• lu ,l'II papt.•r. aud du Politi,·al worl. out
in llw l'Olllllltlllil), indurlin)! (_'a11tai11,. S..·l·lion 1.,•adl'r"'>, l'll'.
20. l 'O\1\1l'Nll'A I IONS - all diaptcr-. mui,I ,uhmit \\l'l·kh rcpori.. iu "rilillf,! to lhl• N:1liu11al lkad~tmrkr..
.
21. All Hr.indtt·, 11111,t impknwnl J-'ir.t Aid and/or ,\ ll'dit·al l'adn·,.
22. All l 'ha1>ll"r,. Hra11dn•,, :111d l't1rnponcnt, nf llw HI .Al'K PANI IIER PAR I Y 11111,t ,uhtnil a munthl_\ Fiu:111dal R,·1mrl lo tin· Miui,lr) of i:inann·. :md al,u th,· (\•nlral ('ornmillt•t•.
2J. 1-.,t'r_\one in a h·aclcr,hip 1>0,itiuu 111ml n·:1d 110 ic .... lhan '""
hour, lk'r d:1.' lo kt•t•p 3hn•a,t of lltt' d1a11,:i111! 1>olilit·:1I ,ilu:1liu11.
2.&. Nn d1apll-r or hra1wh ,tmll an·q>I )!raul,, poH•rl_\ fuud,. mun,·)
or au., olh\·r aid frolll :Ill} l,!Oll·r11111,-111 :l)!l'lll'} "ilhout n111t:1l'lillj.! till'
1':1lion:1t I h•acl~11:1rkr-..
25. \II d1:11>ll'r. 11111,1 a1tlwn• lo the 1mlil') and lht· i1kulo1!_\ laid
do"n II\ lhl· C-1-,IR,\I . ( 'O\1~11111-.1-·ut till' RL\( "I\. l'A:'\' 1111-.R
P \RI,·.
2t-.. \II Hraudu·, 11111,1 ,uhmil "l'l'I..I_\ rq)llrh in \\ntin)! lo lln·ir n·•
'lll'l'lill' ( 'haph-r..

C.-Ec4iton

Mini1ter of Judie•

Oi1tribution~r
ANDIEW AUSTIN

Comm..,nicotion, S.cr•tary
il:ATHUlN ClfAYER

Cort..,lotion

Mini1IH of Cuh11r9
fMO."TOOUGW

SAMNAPIH

Th d1tori1I an• ,rodoclioo cost of TME BUCK PANTMU News,aper llawe increased -consihrallly. We would like to continue
increasin1 wee~ly circ • lati• n and our national and i•ter11•
tlHJI news COYUlfl. To .. tlrtis we need your lid. Please send

·:s::::tJ'•,:~· ~:~to,•~:~•!~,~~!: i·o:~~~:!b~:=~:- ::!~:~
otwspa,er. Sdo,il

BLACK PANTHER NEWSPAPER
3106 SHATTUCK AVE.
BERKELEY, CAllf .
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Remember Brother Malcolm
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' born May:19, 1925 - Assassinated Feb. 21 , 1965
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CAPITALISM PLUS DOPE
EQUALS GENOCIDE
By liclael .. c,~••,,.. , . . (Political Pri,-, NY 21)

BUCKPllllllERPIRIY,U.S.I.

KIM IL SUNG

~

LET US EMBODY
MORE THOROUGHLY
T HE REVOLUTIONARY SPIRIT OF
INDEPENDENCE. SELF-SUSTENANCE
AND SELF-DHENCE IN ALL FIELDS
01- ST A TE ACTIVITY

NEW WORLD
LIBERATION FRONT
U.S.A.
1970

"Huey P. Newton's thoughts, like his
action is clear and precise, cutting
always to the very bean of the
matter.''
Eldridge Cleaver
Minister of Information
Black Pan~her Party

"Our People's Army should be built
up into arevolutionaryforce equipped with the indefatigable spirit of
fighting through thick and thin for the
Party, the working class and for
the fatherland and the people, into an
iron army each member of which is
a match for one hundred enemies,
capable of smitin'g any reckless
adventure of the enemy."

"Drug addiction is a monstrous
symptom of the malignancy which
is ravaging the social fabric of the
capitalist system."
Michael Tabor
N.Y. 21

Comrade Kim 11 Sung

"This means all of us have this power.
But the power only belongs to all of us,
not Just some or one, but all. And that
was the trick. That was the thingwenever
understood. And that is what statement
these songs make."
Elaine Brown

"We have to use the only power that
we have left and that's the power to
destroy, the power to disrupt, the power
to throw a nigger - wrench into the
machinery."
Eldridge Cleaver
Minister of Information
Black Pan:her Part/

--------------------------------------------------------------~
PLEASE SEND ME:
ENCLOSED IS MY:
.75
.25
.25
3.50
3.50

The Genius of Huey P. Newlon
Kim IL Sung
Capilalism+Dope=Genocide
Seize The Time
Dig

Check
Money Order
Amount plus postage

NINISTIIYOFINFOIINATION
B0l2917,CUSTONHOtlSE
SANFRANCISCO, CAM121

PLEASE SEND MATERIALS TO:
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Add~-------City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State
Zip

~--------------------------------------------------------------·
-- ----- ---

BLACK STUDENT REVOLUTIONARY CONFERENCE
NEW HAVEN, CONN. MAY 16 THROUGH MAY 19,

7
T H E B L A C ~ M A Y . l 9 , l 9 0~AG~.,

~

SATURDAY &SUNDAY
-MAY 16 & 17:
REGISTRATION
PLACE: YALE BLACK HOUSE
TIME: 12 NOON MAY 16 THROUGH 12 NOON MAY 17
(Pre-registration completed & non-registration
completed)

SUNDAY - MAY 17:
PROGRAM
PLACE: WOOSLEY HALL YALE UNIVERSITY
TIME: 2:00 UNTIL 7:00
EVENTS:
FILM: EMORY ON REVOLUTIONARY ART
SPEAKER: EMORY DOUGLAS - MINISTER OF CULTURE, BPP
FILM: ON STRIKE
SPEAKER: STUDENTS FROM DIFFERENT CHAPTERS
FILM: INTERVIEW WITH CHAIRMAN BOBBY SEALE, BPP
SPEAKER: ELAINE BROWN
FILM: BATTLE OF ALGIERS
SINGER: ELAINE BROWN

PROGRAM
PLACE: YALE UNIVERSITY (Rooms issued at conference on registration sheet)

MONDAY - MAY 18:
TIME: 1st SESSION 10:00 - 12:00
WORKSHOPS:
1. EDUCATION & REVOLUTION
2. REVOLUTIONARY ACTION ON CAMPUS AND IN
COMMUNITY
3. NATIONAL SALVATION & SELF DEFENSE
4. FREEING POLITICAL PRISONERS OF WAR
LUNCH BREAK: 12:00 - 2:00
TIME: 2nd SESSION 2:00 - 4:00
WORKSHOPS:
1. REVOLUTION & EDUCATION
2. REVOLUTIONARY ACTION ON CAMPUS AND IN
COMMUNITY
3. NATIONAL SALVATION
4. FREEING POLITICAL PRISONERS OF WAR
DINNER BREAK: 4:00 - 6:00
PANEL DISCUSSION: 3rd SESSION 6:00 - 8:00
DISCUSSION: SEIZE THE TIME - REVOLUTIONARY
NATIONALISM VS CULTURAL NATIONALISM
EVENT: 4th SESSION 8:00 - 11:00
ENTERTAINMENT: PHARROH

TUESDAY MAY 19:
MASS RALLY - FREE NEW HAVEN PRISONERS OF
WAR
PLACE: BEAVER POND PARK
TIME: 1:00 - 4:00
PROGRAM: NATIONAL ANTHEM - Elaine Brown
SPEAKERS:
DAVID HILLIARD, CHIEF OF STAFF, BPP
ARTIE SEALE
BIG MAN, DEP. MIN. of INFORMATION, BPP
DARRUBA, BPP and-or MASAI, MIN. of ED., BPP
Poster layouts and leaflet layout will be given to each
Chapter and Branch. Numbers for the registrations will be

issued at this meeting. Registration forms are available
also. For further information, contact Big Man, or Doug
Miranda in New Haven at 562-7463 (203).

THE PEOPLES OF THE COUNTRIES MAKING
REVOLUTION SHOULD JOIN EFFORTS TO TEAR
LEFT AND RIGHT ARMS FROM U.S. IMPERIALISM,
TEAR OFF ITS LEFT AND RIGHT LEGS AND BEHEAD
IT EVENTUALLY EVERYWHERE IT STRETCHES OUT
ITS CROOKED HAND OF AGGRESSION·

·;t--

--

--

